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ABSTRACT 
Re-Imagining the Maison Tropicale proposes new system for prefabrication, applied to the 
context of tropical housing.  Given the failure of contemporary prefabricated systems to 
provide creative solutions that can be mass-produced, this thesis refers to Jean Prouvé’s 
Maison Tropicale as a post-WWII precedent for innovation and a lens through which the 
issue of prefabrication is further examined.  Taking inspiration from the Maison Tropicale’s 
lightweight, ambitious, panelized kit of parts, the thesis studied the needs of contemporary 
homes and integrated the above into a new concept for a unitized system of construction. 
The new construction system maintains the lightweight aluminum design of the original 
Maison Tropicale while separating structure from fittings and furnishings, producing a 
greater degree of flexibility and adaptability within the home.
Through a methodology of materials research, analysis, design and prototyping, several 
iterations of full-scale wall panels were developed successively; the resulting design takes 
into account actual panel weight and connections, as well as questions of durability, ease 
of assembly, and fabrication.  The final aluminum honeycomb panel system works as a kit 
of parts, where corner elements are rigid to allow for ease of assembly on site and to allow 
for design variations with minimal changes to the kit.  The system’s assembly sequence is 
thoroughly coordinated with the design of each panel’s edge details; by designing these 
connections into the panel guarantees that architectural intentions translate to the final 
product, assembled on remote sites while also ensuring that only a small team of unskilled 
workers is required to construct the final building.  Lastly, the kit of parts was applied to 
the design of a new home in the Tropics, accounting for local concerns such as shading, 
building orientation, moisture and ventilation.
Thesis Supervisor:  Lawrence Sass
Title:  Associate Professor of Design and Computation
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Introduction
an overview of the thesis project, methodology, and background on the issues 
surrounding the invention of a new prefab system
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Introduction
Overview
This project began with an interest in prefabricated homes and the systems from which 
they are composed.  While looking for a way to ground that idea in a more tangible thesis 
project, I did extensive research in to both contemporary and historical precedents in 
this field.  Fairly early on in this course of research, I landed upon the Maison Tropicale, 
a post-WWII housing project for the French colonies in Western Africa, designed and 
manufactured by Jean Prouvé.  I think my initial interest in the Maison may have been 
due to Prouvé’s multi-faceted approach—being a metal worker by trade but an industrial 
designer as well, he was able to closely test and design a system and its every detail, 
knowing how he would ultimately manufacture it.
Continuing my research, the Maison Tropicale came up again and again in both historical 
and recent contexts, which is where I learned that the three original models had been 
“rescued” from Niger and Congo, then restored and exhibited.  The Maison had been 
hopping hot-spots on a pop-star rivaling world tour, and had generated a public fascination 
for the project as well as a renaissance for its designer.   Such recent publicity meant that 
there was an expanding catalog of information about the project, from its inception in 
1951 as a set of prototype houses intended to address a housing shortage in the French 
colonies, to its time as a French expatriate industrialist’s home and later as a bullet-ridden 
squatters’ shelter, then on the wild ride of restoration and shows in the 2000’s.  This made 
me wonder – if the Maison Tropicale has been through so much in recent history, how 
might it be brought into the future?
The underlying question is not about the renovation and use of Prouvé’s original work, 
but about how to capture its essence as an ambitious, lightweight prefab housing system, 
and how to adapt those issues to the context of 21st century homes.  Thus in pursuing the 
Maison Tropicale as a lens through which to develop a new prefabricated building system, 
I could extrapolate real constraints and qualities to be applied and used to formulate my 
own design of a system and the tropical home it can produce.
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Prefabricated Housing: What’s at stake?
Such an exploration requires an understanding of not only the historical lineage of 
prefabrication (see the Evolution of Prefabrication timeline in the next section), but equally 
a consideration of the myriad issues surrounding the prefabrication industry today.  These 
are questions of design, technology, materials, transportation, assembly, and many other 
factors that contribute to the success or failure of a system. 
Rather than enumerate these in text form, the following diagram explores this web of 
interrelated topics in graphic format.
TRANSPORTATION
PERFORMANCE
INNOVATION
ARCHITECTURE
+ DESIGN
FABRICATION CUSTOMIZATION + 
FLEXIBILITY
ECONOMY FURTHER 
APPLICATIONS ...
PREFABRICATED 
HOUSING:
What’s at stake?
BUILDING 
ASSEMBLY
lb
!
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TRANSPORTATION
- What radius or regions can be served by one 
central factory or hub?
- Compare the trade-oﬀ of shipping eﬃciency vs. site 
construction time
-  Means of transport (i.e. truck, rail, barge, air)
PERFORMANCE
- Energy Consumption
- Ecological footprint
- Performance Materials
- Systems Integration
INNOVATION
- Does prefab allow for innovation in the home?  
- Can it employ new systems in the home environment, 
not just new construction technologies?
- Ability of prefabrication  to yield a ”smart” home
- Use of new technologies and systems:
 Energy monitoring systems
 Responsive systems
 Educating homeowner on their use of resources
ARCHITECTURE/DESIGN
- Style: Contemporary, Traditional, etc
- Is the system standardized? Custom?  
Mass-customized?
- How does the design accomodate such 
factors as scale, site, climate
FABRICATION
- Methods of production
- Material/time/cost eﬃciences
- CAD/CAM driven?
- Improved construction quality 
oﬀ-site compared with on-site
- Less wasteful/more eﬃcient use of 
materials
CUSTOMIZATION/FLEXIBILITY
- Is each design/home diﬀerent for various clients?
- Can any element change, or are there diﬀerent 
conﬁgurations of the same basic parts?
- Impact of customizations on construction 
time/cost?
ECONOMY
- Cost per square foot
- Cost vs. to traditional construction
- Marketing: Who buys a prefab home?  is 
the design directed towards a particular 
income bracket?
FURTHER APPLICATIONS ...
- Similar systems for mobile classrooms
- Mobile/deployable clinics
- Prefab housing deployed for disaster relief
PREFABRICATED HOUSING:
What’s at stake?
BUILDING ASSEMBLY
- Use of heavy equipment on site -- can the system 
avoid or minimize  the need for cranes, etc?
- Weight of elements/panels to be assembled
- Requires consideration of the order of assembly 
of prefab elements, as well as the overall 
construction time
- Is the system Modular? Panelized? Pre-cut kit of 
parts?
lb
!
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Project Methodology
Taking on these issues of materiality, fabrication, assembly, a new concept for a system and 
the application of that system to the design of home required a well-defined methodology. 
The following outlines the steps taken to develop the concept for a new prefab system, as 
well as the design, testing, detailing and application of the system in a home.
Research: 
Establishing timelines for the evolution of prefabrication and conducting case studies of 
specific projects; Researching the issues surrounding prefabrication and the production of 
such systems; Visiting prefabricated home builders to see the concrete issues in production 
and transportation; Developing a deeper understanding of Jean Prouvé, including his 
background and his process; Researching design considerations for tropical buildings
Analysis:
Assessing the original Maison Tropicale as a building and a system through 3D modeling, 
comparing the number of elements in the building to other systems, stating the initial 
design criteria; Reviewing the state of the industry through analysis of case studies and 
data; Contrasting the needs of a home produced today with those of the post-war era; 
Defining qualities of the Maison Tropicale to be used, as well as those to be re-considered
Design:
Developing the concept for a prefab system based on the above , existing technologies 
and aspirations for design criteria; Choosing materials that work well at the scale of a panel 
as well as the home; Adapting existing systems for increased flexibility and separation of 
structure and fit-out; Detailing of a wall and floor as well as the connections between them
Prototyping:
Testing design ideas in full-scale wall mock-ups and in scale models; Developing the 
prototype based on both design and manufacturing techniques to be used; Producing 
several iterations of a prototype, looping between the design and testing phases for 
refinement, strength, connection details, etc
Synthesis:
Conception of an assembly sequence and adjusting the kit of parts to work with the 
sequence; Design of home based on this system and sequence as well as geographical 
requirements; Creation of variations within the system to accommodate multiple home 
types/scales
17
About the Maison Tropicale
Historical Context and Commission 
In 1949, Jean Prouvé was commissioned by the Compagnie Foncière et Industrielle 
Africaine (African Land and Industrial Company), CFIA, for the design and construction 
of a model home for the director of a school in Niamey, Niger.  The house was intended 
to convince local authorities to order further units to upgrade local housing conditions 
for French citizens working in the African colonies.  This commission paralleled work 
that Prouvé and his colleagues at the Maxéville factory were already pursuing for rapidly 
deployable housing in Meudon, France, although the environmental conditions were 
wildly different.
photo courtesy of: Panoramio user aviator-rob; accessed Nov 2010, edited for color/contrast
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The building’s footprint was large, about 26 x 10m, which included a covered patio for 
ventilation and shading.  After testing a smaller portion at the factory, a 10 x 10m section 
of the home was erected at the Port des Champs-Elysées on the banks of the Seine in 
Paris as part of an exposition for l’Équipment de l’Union Française.  The home was then 
packaged and shipped by plane to Niger, where it was mounted under the supervision of 
members of Prouvé’s workshop.  (Touchaleaume; Maison Tropical website)
The following year, Prouvé was commissioned once again to design and build two more 
prefabricated tropical houses.  While these two buildings were intended for the company 
Aluminium Français, their order was part of a larger push by the French government to 
increase development, in particular to address the shortage of housing and civic buildings, 
in its West African colonies post-WWII. 
These prototypes, for Brazzaville, Congo, were smaller than the Niamey house – the larger 
of the two was 10 x 18m, to serve as the home of Aluminium Français director Jacques 
Piget, while the smaller building was connected to the larger one by a bridge, to be used 
as the company’s information office.  Both Brazzaville houses were transported to the 
Congo and erected in 1951.  (Touchaleaume)
The Maisons Tropicales can be seen as the most elegant expression of Prouvé’s love of 
mobility. The ability to construct and dismantle was fundamental to Prouvé’s work and 
is evident in his designs for everything from furniture and tents structures to permanent 
buildings.  Les Maisons Tropicales are the culmination of twenty years of experimentation 
by Prouvé into the prefabrication and industrial production of buildings. 
La Maison Tropicale: Design features
Set on concrete stilts to allow for the potential of a sloping site, La Maison Tropicale 
consisted of a folded, sheet steel portal frame with fixed and sliding aluminium wall panels. 
Each panel consisted of two shells of aluminum sheeting mounted on an extruded profile 
frame, separated by insulated studs, with crumpled aluminum insolation for minimal 
weight. Each home included a shaded, ventilated veranda; a double roof structure frame, 
separated by insulated studs, with crumpled aluminum insolation for minimal weight. 
Each home included a shaded, ventilated veranda; a double roof structure also provided 
natural ventilation to the interior of the home.  
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In response to the tropical climate, an adjustable aluminium sunscreen surrounded the 
veranda and acted as an outer reflective skin, including adjustable-angle louvers.  Perhaps 
the most iconic element of the Maison Tropicale is the wall panel punctuated by portholes, 
the openings of which were shielded by blue glass to protect against the infiltration of UV 
rays. 
The design of the component parts was crucial—they were made as flat as possible in 
order to be tightly packed into a cargo plane for ease of transport. Equally important was 
the weight of the panels, built for lightness so that they could be carried by just two men 
on the construction site. Lastly, they were never wider than 4m, the width of the rolling 
machine at Prouvé’s factory, for economy of manufacture.  The houses were assembled on 
their respective sites in approximately two weeks.
Travels of the Maisons Tropicales
Although designed for mass production, no further tropical houses were ordered. The 
original three prototypes proved no less expensive than locally built structures, and their 
industrial aesthetic did not appeal to the conservative expatriate French bureaucrats.  All 
three homes remained in Africa until 2000 (where they had been taken over by squatters 
and were left in a dilapidated state, riddled with bullet-holes from Congo’s epic civil 
warfare), when antique dealer Eric Touchaleaume purchased them.  He took a team to 
Western Africa to carefully locate, dismantle and ship the homes back to France.  American 
collector and commodities trader Robert Rubin purchased the small Brazzaville House 
from Touchaleaume, restoring it fully before donating it to a foundation that put it on a 
long-term loan to the Centre Pompidou in Paris, where the house is currently on display.
Touchaleaume took charge of a painstaking restoration of the large Brazzaville house, 
based on original drawings and sketches made on-site during the dismantling process. 
Though he and his crew left a few elements untouched to show how well the original 
building resisted normal wear  (going so far as to leave a few bullet holes to underscore 
the treatment of the houses in-situ), Touchaleaume estimates the cost of restoration at 
almost $2 million.
After its restoration, the Large Brazzaville House went on the road.  It was exhibited at 
the Yale School of Architecture in the spring of 2005 before being shipped across the 
country to Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, displayed during the Prefab Now Conference 
INTRO |  About the Maison Tropicale
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in October of 2005.  It remained in Los Angeles until January of 2006, during which time 
its showing coincided with another exhibition entitled “Jean Prouvé –Three Nomadic 
Structures” at the MOCA Pacific Design Center in West Hollywood, CA.  The latter show 
involved examples of Prouvé’s furniture, photographs of his built works, as well as a few 
signature porthole panels borrowed from the Large Brazzaville House.
From October to December of 2006, the house was brought back to Paris and displayed 
on the banks of the Seine at the Port des Champs-Elysées in the same location where the 
Niamey house was originally shown before being sent to Niger.  After this stop on the tour, 
the Large Brazzaville House was spent several weeks on the banks of the Hudson just next 
to the Queensboro Bridge in Long Island City, New York, where it was displayed as part of 
a large lot of items being auctioned by Christie’s International.  La Maison Tropicale was 
acquired by hotelier André Balazs in that June 2007 auction for just under $5 million. 
Touchaleaume has said that he intends to use the proceeds from the auction to restore the 
third Maison Tropicale (of Niamey), as well as to ensure that the home may remain open to 
the public in conjunction with a Jean Prouvé Study Center.
Following its purchase, Balazs loaned the Large Brazzaville House for yet another showing, 
this time outside the Tate Modern in London, in a joint Prouvé exposition with the London 
Design Museum in the spring of 2008.  During that time, Balazs made mention of the fact 
that he believed the house belonged back in a tropical region, though he did not publicize 
where its final home might be.
It is a testament to the durability of Prouvé’s original design that the Maison Tropicale has 
withstood these multiple relocations in recent years, particularly after spending so many 
years un-maintained in the Congo.
The Future Potential of the Maison Tropicale
The extensive touring of the restored Maison Tropicale in the past decade speaks to a 
renewed interest in Prouvé’s work relative to current practice, making the designer 
increasingly relevant today. 
“He was such an innovator,” said gallerist and advisor Cristina Grajales. “Even now, [Prouvé] 
feels more current than ever and has inspired so many young designers.”  (Bloomberg)
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1.  Maison Tropicale constructed in Paris, 1950;
2.  Shipped to Brazzaville, Congo, 1951;
3.  Brought back to Paris for repair, 2000-2004;
4. Large Brazzaville House exhibited at the Yale 
School of Architecture, 2005;
5.  Sent to Hammer Museum Los Angeles for Prefab 
Now Conference, fall 2005;
6.  House returned to Paris, displayed on the banks of 
the Seine, 2006;
7.  Maison Tropicale displayed in New York, then sold 
to André Balazs, 2007;
8.  Balazs loans the house to an exhibition at the Tate 
Modern in London, 2008.
INTRO |  About the Maison Tropicale
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The ambition that Prouvé showed towards his work and for the techniques he employed 
has inspired generations of architects to conduct further research into the materials and 
techniques of prefabrication.  His influence can be seen in expositions like MoMA’s 2008 
show, Home Delivery: Prefabricating the Modern Dwelling.  In particular, architects Kieran 
Timberlake seem to continue the lineage of Prouvé in prefabrication, with their use of a 
standardized set of structural elements and infill panels, mirroring the original Maison 
Tropicale in the nature of its components, if not in its materiality.
But being such a forward thinker meant that Prouvé’s designs for the original Maison 
Tropicale, amongst other housing projects, were seen as too advanced to be widely 
implemented; even with his efficient manufacturing process at the disposal of the French 
government, only three Maisons Tropicales were ever constructed.  However, his positioning 
as an innovator in the field of home prefabrication on an industrial scale also means that 
Prouvé’s work remains relevant in current practice, as architects have continued to expand 
upon the panelized prefabrication systems developed by Prouvé as well as refining those 
used in today’s mass-produced modular housing.  
Considering the pace of development in the building industry, how much has the essence 
of Prouvé’s system actually evolved over the past 60 years towards truly contemporary 
prefabricated design? If architects often employ the type of structure and infill panel 
system popularized by Prouvé, where has the development of current schemes excelled 
or stalled, especially related to advances in technology?  With his constant quest for new 
technologies, Prouvé would be particularly interested in the potential of modern sensors 
and actuators that act upon environmental conditions such as temperature and light levels. 
Could such smart, sensing systems be embedded to develop a more advanced, responsive 
prefabrication system?  How might one disassemble and reconstruct Prouvé’s original 
Maison Tropicale in light of today’s technological developments?  The Maison Tropicale 
may have been neglected during the latter half of the 20th century, but its redevelopment 
for the 21st century has never had more potential.
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Introducing Jean Prouvé
The French metalworker and industrial 
designer Jean Prouvé (1901-1984) is perhaps 
one of the most influential designers of the 
20th Century.  Working as a blacksmith, 
craftsman, inventor, manufacturer, architect, 
engineer, and teacher, Prouvé spent his 
sixty-year career developing functional, 
mass-manufactured product concepts 
ranging from furniture to structural systems 
to architecture.  Working with a true faith in 
his efficient, resourceful process, he devised 
original prefabricated home systems such 
as the Maison Tropicale, both to meet the 
demands of the post-WWII housing crisis 
and to explore the boundaries of existing 
technology.  His belief in the power of design 
to change the world was closely linked to his sense of industrial elegance and economy 
of means. While he worked with key figures in the Modern movement, such as Pierre 
Jeanneret, Tony Garnier, Marcel Lods, and even Le Corbusier, Prouvé’s bold forms have 
equally influenced prominent contemporary architects like Rogers, Hopkins, and Foster.  
Often described as being ahead of his time, Prouvé’s main achievement was his 
breakthrough in transferring technology from industry to architecture while maintaining 
the aesthetic quality of the system.  The evolution of his original prefabricated systems 
can be seen in recent home designs, such as the FlatPak house by Lazor Office and the 
Cellophane House by Kieran Timberlake Architects.  This ability to influence both his 
own generation and his successors, whose work is significant in modular home design 
as well as in high-tech architecture, is one of the key reasons that Jean Prouvé remains 
relevant today.  Having spent his career advocating and producing practical solutions to 
the industrial production of architecture and design, Prouvé is admired for a multitude of 
reasons.  Among them is the intrinsic, functional beauty of his designs; but perhaps more 
significantly, Prouvé is admired for his ambition and dedication to the development of the 
industrial production of his components to their full potential in aesthetic, economic and 
social applications.
Meet Jean Prouvé
Prouvé photo courtesy of: Touchaleaume (see bibliography for details)
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Sir Norman Foster on Jean Prouvé:
“… it is very difficult to categorize him… technocrat/visionary… pioneer/
teamworker… innovator/constructor … all the titles are applicable, even 
though such words are in contradiction with each other.  I am particularly 
interested in the relationship between his creative process, what I perceive 
as the quest for quality … and the resulting potential for a new aesthetic 
of the age.  Perhaps the ingredient of ‘loving car’ is the true bond with the 
past.”
“American writer and philosopher Robert Pirsig states that, ’… we have 
artists with no scientific knowledge and scientists with no artistic 
knowledge, and both with no sense of spiritual gravity at all, and the result 
is not just bad, it is ghastly.’ On this last point Jean Prouvé is a shining 
exception and for me the inspiration that shows how art and technology 
can be reunified…”  (Sulzer, 11)
Sir Richard Rogers on Jean Prouvé: 
“Prouvé was a pioneer in linking the process of construction to the 
language of modern architecture.  His constant research into the nature of 
materials, production, form and design has greatly influenced my work.” 
(in an interview with the Design Museum, London, 2008)
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A Man of many talents
Prouvé’s relevance in the development of prefabrication, and to contemporary architecture, 
can be linked to his skills, his faith in the industrialization of building, and his constructive 
logic and working methods.   His multiplicity of talents steams from his heritage as part of 
the École de Nancy, where his father was the school’s head from Jean’s early childhood. 
His father’s influence combined with the working methods of the school helped to form 
his career and pushed him to constantly undertake new experiments; his personality also 
meshed well with this ethos, leaving Prouvé always curious to learn more.  This incessant 
research along with hands-on metal working apprenticeships in his early career focused 
his working methods.  His experience in forming decorative iron as well as in furniture-
making allowed the young Prouvé to perfect his technical skills; furthermore, it allowed 
him to develop an inquisitive approach to metal work that would involve new technologies 
as well as traditional practices.  (Coley, 9)
Industrial Approach to Architecture
Prouvé had, along with other architects of his time, a belief in the industrialization of 
building to enable mass production.  (Furthermore, he believed in a formal homogenization 
of the essential environment in order to develop in parallel his techniques and his 
architecture.)  He often looked to other industries of the time, such as those of the train, 
the automobile, and the airplane, to appropriate their techniques and technologies for his 
own work in architecture.  
Prouvé’s faith in the industrialization of the building, thus guided by his references to the 
automobile and aeronautical industries, was part of his dream of contribution to social 
progress—he viewed industrialization as the only means to produce quality housing for 
the greatest number of people.  (Coley, 12)
Deprived of the effects of style, Prouvé’s was a constructive logic that generated his own, 
clean aesthetic.  In this way, the technical device became an architectural element in its 
own right.  Similarly, a solution to structural stability determined for Prouvé the entire 
character of a building.
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Renzo Piano on Jean Prouvé:
“For many architects Jean Prouvé has been, and will remain, an exemplary 
figure, an inescapable point of reference.  He has certainly been such for 
me; but he came to mean even more to me, and I can say that, in different 
guises, and with degrees of closeness and familiarity that have developed 
over the years, he has remained a constant presence, as model, master, 
and friend, from my first days as a man and architect until the moment of 
his death… I have, myself, always kept in mind the fundamental truth that 
one must not separate the head and the hand, the idea and the means of 
realizing it, that architecture is a matter of building, not drawing, and that 
it must be a deep understanding of materials that gives rise to its forms…” 
(Sulzer, 11)
Le Corbusier, May 12, 1954:
“Jean Prouvé expresses in a particularly harmonious manner the type of 
‘constructeur’ who has not yet achieved legal recognition but is hailed by 
the period in which we live.  I mean to say that Jean Prouvé is inseparably 
an Architect and Engineer.  In fact, Architect and constructor because 
every thing that he touches and designs immediately acquires an elegant 
plastic shape while brilliantly providing solutions for resilience and 
fabrication.  I’m not talking about him as a person, although Prouvé is 
one of the nicest people anyone can hope to meet.  His post-war works 
have left decisive testimonies everywhere.”   (Touchaleaume, 5)
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A Particular way of working
In following his own constructive logic and industrial approach to architecture, Prouvé 
had a very particular way of working, in which  “the result is better understood as the 
manifestation of a specific approach to building than as an aesthetic manifesto.” (Vitra, 16) 
He saw himself as a craftsman first, with metal remaining his preferred material due to his 
intimate knowledge of the methods and processes used to shape it.  He found his ideal 
working situation in his Maxéville factory, engaging a fundamental connection between 
the design office, workshop and production spaces. (Vitra, 22)  
Prouvé famously described his prototype-based working process:  
“Drawing and redrawing is more expensive in the long run than building a prototype. 
A good draftsman should have experience in the workshop before beginning with the 
drawings, since he may otherwise end up in despair over a blank sheet of paper.” … 
later, “I hate to draw things unless I’m going to build them.”    (Seguin/Navarra, 31)
Prouvé’s Ideal Design Process:
Novel design idea initiates a new piece (maybe furniture, joint 
detail, or some other kind of construction)
Technical sketches provide the basis for immediate dialogue with 
the workers, who will develop the piece.
Production of prototype or model.
Analysis, experiements, tests, corrections; after this phase, an exact 
drawing is produced.
1
2
3
4
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Why Prouvé?
Why put so much emphasis on a post-war industrial designer?
The past century has seen incredible advances in the automotive and aviation industries, 
though relatively minor changes in architectural technologies and construction. Given the 
similarly complex nature of buildings, cars, and airplanes (see diagram on following page), 
such a discrepancy is worrying. This relative lack of development is especially true of 
prefabrication, which, far from being a new technology, has its roots in industrial revolution 
and the provision of mass housing during times of economic turmoil and war. 
Architects have long been interested in the use of prefabrication and modular construction, 
and the research that follows will demonstrate that there have been many attempts to 
create a viable prefab system, though with relatively few successes. For the most part, 
it seems that only mobile homes and “cookie-cutter” suburban community houses have 
sold relatively well, resulting in low-quality or un-designed houses and leaving a poor 
reputation for prefab.
Recent interest in the world of prefabrication has helped spur some degree of design 
progress, though most systems remain quite costly. However, what has equally emerged 
is a discourse on prefabrication, architects like KieranTimberlake leading the way. The 
following passage is from Stephen Kieran and James Timberlake’s book, Refabricating 
Architecture, describing the state of architectural development today:
The architect awakes from an 80-year dream to find that sleep has never really come. 
All appears different yet is in fact the same. Beneath the veneer or the new is an 
all too familiar world. Appearance has triumphed over substance. Architecture still 
takes years--many years--to design and build. Architecture still requires resources 
out of all proportion to outcome, and this requirement places it beyond the means 
of most of humanity. Quality continues its long decline. Few truly new materials, 
features, and processes have become commonplace. 
Our newly awakened architect compares this state of affairs to advances in the 
design and fabrication of automobiles, airplanes, and ships. In these constructions, 
new materials and processes abound. Fabrication times have decreased along with 
production cost and waste, while quality has increased exponentially. New scope 
and new features, inconceivable advances that meet the eye, require explanation 
because their novelty has no parallel to earlier experience. (xi)
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The variety of the works here demonstrate Prouvé’s 
range of skill, from detail to large building.
Top: The Cité armchair in steel, leather, and textile; 
part of a collection of furniture designed by Prouvé 
for the Cité Universitaire de Nancy, circa 1930.
Center: In collaboration with the architects 
Beaudouin and Lods, and the engineer Bodianksy, 
Prouvé constructs the Maison du Peuple  in Clichy, 
1938.   The building is later hailed as “The prewar 
technical and architectural event.”
Bottom:  In the early 1950’s, Prouvé designs petrol 
stations for Shell oil, Mobiloil and Socony.  The 
example shown here was renovated and now stands 
on the Vitra campus in Weil-am-Rhein, Germany.
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In their discussion of the reasons behind the “failure of architecture,” Kieran and Timberlake 
reference the process of fabrication as fundamental to the design of architecture:
One lesson that engineers understand and teach, but architects neglect, is that 
process sets the stage for outcome. Without a broadly based process that penetrates 
deeply into the very heart of how things are made, any success will be fleeting and 
unsustainable. Owing in large measure to the arrogance of its visionary architects, 
the past century has seen the failure of vision after vision of a new and better 
world of a more accessible architecture... We need a new vision of process, not just 
product. (107)
Kieran and Timberlake propose that fabrication should be the underlying driver of design, 
and that, “By decoupling appearance from substance and emphasizing new methods of 
fabrication we can exploit the multiplicity of form they give rise to. We also eliminate 
a persistent reason that transformative off-site assembly failed to take hold.” Their 
resistance to form for its own sake is partly a reaction to recent generations of architects 
whose immodesty has created only form without substance. Equally, though, Kieran and 
Timberlake express a desire for social progress in architecture, to provide good design for 
the greatest number.
So, what is the relevance of Jean Prouvé and the Maison Tropicale in this contemporary 
architectural context? Just like Kieran and Timberlake, Prouvé heralded the process of 
prototyping and fabrication as the foundation of his designs. With his background as 
a metalworker and his belief in the industrial approach to architecture, Prouvé’s was 
a constructive logic above all. His faith in industrialization, like Kieran and Timberlake 
indicate in their book, was grounded in his ideology that it serves as the only means to 
produce quality housing for the greatest number of people. And while contemporary 
architects discuss the nature of the process, the prolific work of Prouvé in both design and 
fabrication stands as a true testament to the notion of process that we are wrestling with 
today.
Furthermore, given that little has changed in the realm of prefabrication since Prouvé’s 
design of the Maison Tropicale system, he is as relevant as ever. Thus with the ingenuity 
and curiosity of Prouvé and advances in materials, technological innovations, and new 
means of fabrication, Prouvé’s Maison Tropicale can serve as a lens through which a new 
system of prefabrication could emerge.
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Research
establishing the timelines of the Evolution of Prefabrication and the Life + Work of 
Jean Prouvé, the Intersection of these two timelines, and selected Case Studies
34
Research: Two Parallel Studies
Below is an overview of two timelines, based on the Evolution of Prefabrication and on the Life and Work 
of Jean Prouvé.  Running in parallel, the central zone highlights areas in which the two timelines overlap, 
specifically with the construction and later restoration of the Maison Tropicale.  The pages that follow show 
the Prefab timeline, intersections with Prouvé’s life, and nine selected Case Studies in much greater detail.
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In a 
1929 lecture, Fuller 
was asked if the mass 
prefabrication of houses might 
make architects obsolete, to which 
he replied: “The architect’s eﬀorts 
today are spent in the gratiﬁcation of 
the individual client.  His eﬀorts 
tomorrow… may be expanded for the 
enjoyment of vast numbers of unseen 
clients. Industrial production of 
housing.... calls for more skill and 
a higher development of the 
design element, not its 
cessation.”
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In a 1932 issue  of 
Fortune magazine, 
Archibald MacLeish declares: 
“It is now past argument that the 
low-cost house of the future will 
be manufactured in whole, or in 
parts, in central factories, and 
assembled on the site.  In other 
words, [the house] will be 
produced the same way as 
the automobile.”
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str
y 
co
nv
en
tio
n. 
19
56
   M
alc
om
 M
cL
ea
n d
ev
elo
ps
 th
e m
et
al 
sh
ip
pi
ng
 co
nt
ain
er
.
19
57
 N
or
ma
n 
Ch
er
ne
r 
pu
bl
ish
es
 F
ab
ric
at
ing
 H
ou
se
s 
fro
m 
Co
mp
on
en
t 
Pa
rts
, a
 do
-it
-y
ou
rse
lf 
gu
id
eb
oo
k. 
19
59
  W
illi
am
 Be
rke
s, 
a g
ra
du
ate
 of
 th
e H
ar
va
rd
 G
ra
du
ate
 Sc
ho
ol
 of
 D
es
ign
 an
d 
di
sc
ip
le 
of
 W
alt
er
 G
ro
pi
us
 f
ou
nd
s 
De
ck
 H
ou
se
, 
a 
pr
ef
ab
ric
ate
d 
re
sid
en
tia
l b
uil
di
ng
 sy
ste
m.
 
42
1960 1970
19
60
 G
eo
rg
e 
Ne
lso
n’s
 m
od
ul
ar
 “
Ind
us
tri
al 
Ho
us
e”
 p
re
se
nt
ed
 i
n 
Sc
ien
ce
 an
d M
ec
ha
nic
s m
ag
az
ine
.
19
63
  C
ar
l K
oc
h d
es
ign
s t
he
 Te
ch
bu
ilt
 H
ou
se
, a
 w
oo
de
n 
fra
me
 st
ru
ctu
re
 an
d p
an
eli
ze
d s
ys
te
m.
19
64
   A
rch
igr
am
 G
ro
up
 cr
ea
te
s c
on
ce
pt
s f
or
 W
alk
ing
 C
iti
es
 an
d 
Plu
g-
in 
Ci
tie
s.
19
64
   D
an
te
 Bi
ni 
bu
ild
s ﬁ
rst
 pn
eu
ma
tic
all
y r
ais
ed
 do
me
 in
 60
 m
inu
te
s.
19
67
 B
uc
km
ins
te
r 
Fu
lle
r 
de
sig
ns
 t
he
 U
.S.
 P
av
ilio
n 
at 
Mo
nt
ré
al’
s W
or
ld
 Ex
po
, a
 la
rg
e g
eo
de
sic
 do
me
. 
19
67
   M
os
he
 Sa
fd
ie’
s H
ab
ita
t 6
7 
Mo
nt
ré
al 
is 
bu
ilt
 fo
r t
he
 
W
or
ld
 E
xp
o. 
15
8 
co
nc
re
te
 m
od
ul
es
 s
tac
ke
d 
ato
p 
ea
ch
 ot
he
r c
on
tai
ne
d 1
8 d
iﬀ
er
en
t v
er
sio
ns
. 
19
68
   M
ob
ile
 ho
me
s a
cc
ou
nt
 fo
r 2
5%
 of
 al
l s
ing
le-
fa
mi
ly 
ho
me
s i
n t
he
 U
nit
ed
 St
ate
s.
19
68
 R
ich
ar
d 
Ro
ge
rs 
pr
op
os
es
 Z
ip
-U
p 
En
clo
su
re
s, 
a 
se
rie
s o
f s
tan
da
rd
ize
d 
co
mp
on
en
ts 
to
 ex
pa
nd
 a 
liv
ing
 st
ru
ctu
re
. 
19
68
  th
e A
ma
lga
ma
te
d L
ith
og
ra
ph
er
s 
of
 A
me
ric
a 
co
mm
iss
ion
 P
au
l 
Ru
do
lp
h 
to
 c
re
ate
 o
ve
r 4
,00
0 
pr
ef
ab
 liv
ing
 un
its
 ri
sin
g 6
5+
 
ﬂo
or
s. 
 (u
nr
ea
liz
ed
) 
Though the ALA 
building was never realized, 
Rudolph defended the idea of 
prefabrication in the home:
“When we ﬁrst started seriously 
to think about the prefabricated 
home, everybody jumped to the 
conclusion that it would lead to 
monotony.  I say it oﬀers us a 
way of building truly 
imaginative and exciting 
homes.” 
19
70
 Th
e g
eo
de
sic
 do
me
 cr
ea
trs
 a 
DI
Y p
he
no
me
no
n r
eﬂ
ec
te
d i
n 
th
e 
pu
bl
ish
ing
 o
f L
lo
yd
 K
ah
n’s
 D
om
eb
oo
k 
On
e 
an
d 
on
e 
ye
ar
 la
te
r D
om
eb
oo
k 2
, s
ell
ing
 m
or
e t
ha
n 1
75
,00
0 c
op
ies
. 
19
71
 P
au
l 
Ru
do
lp
h’s
 m
od
ul
ar
 h
ou
sin
g 
pr
oje
ct 
Or
ien
tal
 M
as
on
ic 
Ga
rd
en
s c
om
pl
et
ed
 in
 N
ew
 H
av
en
, C
on
ne
cti
cu
t. 
19
72
   
Ki
sh
o 
Ku
ro
ka
wa
’s 
ico
nic
 N
ak
ag
in 
Ca
ps
ul
e 
To
we
r 
in 
To
ky
o 
is 
re
ali
ze
d 
wi
th
 liv
ing
 u
nit
s t
ha
t c
an
 
be
 ch
an
ge
d o
ut
 ov
er
 ti
me
.  
19
72
 D
ev
elo
pm
en
t o
f t
he
 H
UF
 'T
im
be
r-F
ra
me
d 
Ho
us
e 
20
00
' w
ith
 th
e 
arc
hit
ec
t M
an
fre
d 
Ad
am
s; 
th
is 
wa
s 
th
e 
ﬁr
st 
of
 th
e 
Hu
f H
ou
se
 
ra
ng
e, 
a 
po
pu
lar
 l
ow
-e
ne
rg
y 
sy
ste
m 
in 
Eu
ro
pe
 a
nd
 N
or
th
 
Am
er
ica
.
19
74
   Z
vi 
He
ck
er
’s 
Ra
mo
t H
ou
sin
g C
om
pl
ex
 in
 Je
ru
sa
lem
 co
nt
ain
s 7
20
 
po
lyh
ed
ric
 pr
ef
ab
 m
od
ule
s a
rra
ng
ed
 in
 a 
be
eh
ive
 co
nﬁ
gu
rat
ion
. 
19
74
 A
fte
r 
stu
dy
ing
 t
im
be
rfr
am
e 
str
uc
tu
re
s, 
Te
dd
 B
en
so
n 
fo
un
ds
 
Be
ns
on
 W
oo
dw
or
kin
g 
Co
mp
an
y 
(Be
ns
on
wo
od
). 
Re
dis
co
ve
rin
g 
th
e 
cra
ft 
of
 fr
am
ing
 b
uil
di
ng
s 
wi
th
 h
ea
vy
 ti
mb
er
s, 
th
ey
 m
eld
 
tra
di
tio
na
l t
ec
hn
iq
ue
s w
ith
 th
e n
ee
ds
 of
 co
nt
em
po
ra
ry
 bu
ild
ing
s.
19
76
  U
.S.
 C
on
gr
es
s p
as
se
s t
he
 N
ati
on
al 
Mo
bi
le 
Ho
me
 C
on
str
uc
tio
n 
an
d 
Sa
fe
ty
 A
ct 
to
 e
ns
ur
e 
th
e 
us
e 
of
 ap
pr
ov
ed
 st
an
da
rd
s. 
 In
 
19
80
, it
 is
 re
na
me
d f
or
 M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
d H
ou
sin
g, 
di
sti
ng
uis
hin
g 
be
tw
ee
n 
tru
ly 
mo
bi
le 
re
cre
ati
on
al 
ve
hic
les
 a
nd
 m
or
e 
pe
rm
an
en
tly
-si
te
d m
an
uf
ac
tu
re
d h
om
es
.  
1980
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liv
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ctu
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Ru
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lp
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re
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 o
ve
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,00
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pr
ef
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ﬂo
or
s. 
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nr
ea
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ed
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Though the ALA 
building was never realized, 
Rudolph defended the idea of 
prefabrication in the home:
“When we ﬁrst started seriously 
to think about the prefabricated 
home, everybody jumped to the 
conclusion that it would lead to 
monotony.  I say it oﬀers us a 
way of building truly 
imaginative and exciting 
homes.” 
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 N
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ze
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 liv
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 ch
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ge
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ut
 ov
er
 ti
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.  
19
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ev
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en
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f t
he
 H
UF
 'T
im
be
r-F
ra
me
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Ho
us
e 
20
00
' w
ith
 th
e 
arc
hit
ec
t M
an
fre
d 
Ad
am
s; 
th
is 
wa
s 
th
e 
ﬁr
st 
of
 th
e 
Hu
f H
ou
se
 
ra
ng
e, 
a 
po
pu
lar
 l
ow
-e
ne
rg
y 
sy
ste
m 
in 
Eu
ro
pe
 a
nd
 N
or
th
 
Am
er
ica
.
19
74
   Z
vi 
He
ck
er
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Ra
mo
t H
ou
sin
g C
om
pl
ex
 in
 Je
ru
sa
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 co
nt
ain
s 7
20
 
po
lyh
ed
ric
 pr
ef
ab
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od
ule
s a
rra
ng
ed
 in
 a 
be
eh
ive
 co
nﬁ
gu
rat
ion
. 
19
74
 A
fte
r 
stu
dy
ing
 t
im
be
rfr
am
e 
str
uc
tu
re
s, 
Te
dd
 B
en
so
n 
fo
un
ds
 
Be
ns
on
 W
oo
dw
or
kin
g 
Co
mp
an
y 
(Be
ns
on
wo
od
). 
Re
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co
ve
rin
g 
th
e 
cra
ft 
of
 fr
am
ing
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uil
di
ng
s 
wi
th
 h
ea
vy
 ti
mb
er
s, 
th
ey
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eld
 
tra
di
tio
na
l t
ec
hn
iq
ue
s w
ith
 th
e n
ee
ds
 of
 co
nt
em
po
ra
ry
 bu
ild
ing
s.
19
76
  U
.S.
 C
on
gr
es
s p
as
se
s t
he
 N
ati
on
al 
Mo
bi
le 
Ho
me
 C
on
str
uc
tio
n 
an
d 
Sa
fe
ty
 A
ct 
to
 e
ns
ur
e 
th
e 
us
e 
of
 ap
pr
ov
ed
 st
an
da
rd
s. 
 In
 
19
80
, it
 is
 re
na
me
d f
or
 M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
d H
ou
sin
g, 
di
sti
ng
uis
hin
g 
be
tw
ee
n 
tru
ly 
mo
bi
le 
re
cre
ati
on
al 
ve
hic
les
 a
nd
 m
or
e 
pe
rm
an
en
tly
-si
te
d m
an
uf
ac
tu
re
d h
om
es
.  
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1990 2000
19
85
   
De
bo
ra
h 
Bu
rke
 cr
ea
te
s t
he
 S
ing
le 
W
ide
 an
d 
Do
ub
le 
W
ide
, t
wo
 
mo
du
lar
 ho
us
e d
es
ign
s, 
fo
r d
ev
elo
pe
r H
ar
ve
y G
er
be
r. 
19
93
  M
ark
 a
nd
 P
et
er
 A
nd
er
so
n 
de
ve
lop
 th
eir
 ﬁ
rst
 b
all
oo
n-
fra
me
 p
an
el 
ho
us
e o
n F
ox
 Is
lan
d, 
W
as
hin
gt
on
. 
19
95
  W
es
 Jo
ne
s u
se
s s
tan
da
rd
 sh
ip
pi
ng
 
co
nt
ain
er
s 
as
 t
he
 b
as
is 
fo
r 
his
 
Te
ch
no
lo
gic
al 
Ca
bi
ns
 se
rie
s, 
wh
ich
 
lat
er
 d
ev
elo
ps
 i
nt
o 
his
 P
RO
/c
on
 
sy
ste
m.
 
19
95
 
Sh
ige
ru
 
Ba
n 
co
mp
let
es
 
th
e  
Fu
rn
itu
re 
Ho
us
e 
in 
Ja
pa
n, 
wi
th
 
us
es
 
fac
to
ry-
ﬁn
ish
ed
 
an
d 
sit
e 
ins
tal
led
 ﬂ
oo
r-t
o-
ce
ilin
g 
sh
elv
ing
 
as
 st
ru
ctu
ra
l s
up
po
rt 
fo
r t
he
 ro
of
. 
19
96
  M
as
s-m
ark
et
 re
tai
ler
 IK
EA
 in
tro
du
ce
s i
ts 
mo
re
 tr
ad
iti
on
al 
sty
le 
Bo
 
Klo
k h
ou
se
 in
 Sw
ed
en
. 
19
97
 K
FN
 S
ys
te
ms
 i
n 
Au
str
ia 
co
mp
let
es
 T
wo
-Fa
mi
ly 
Ho
us
e, 
a 
tim
be
r-f
ram
ed
 ho
us
e b
as
ed
 on
 a 
mo
du
lar
 sy
ste
m 
cre
ate
d w
ith
 a 
gr
ou
p o
f t
ra
di
tio
na
l c
ar
pe
nt
er
s. 
19
98
 K
FN
 in
tro
du
ce
s 
th
eir
 S
U-
SI 
pr
ef
ab
ric
ate
d 
mo
du
le 
as
 a 
fo
llo
w 
up
 
to
 
th
eir
 
Tw
o-
Fa
mi
ly 
Ho
us
e, 
wh
ich
 
is 
tru
ck
ed
 to
 th
e 
sit
e 
an
d 
er
ec
te
d o
n p
ier
s. 
20
00
 G
lob
al 
Pe
ac
e C
on
tai
ne
rs,
 a 
no
n-
pr
oﬁ
t o
rg
an
iza
tio
n t
ha
t c
on
ve
rts
 
re
tir
ed
 s
hip
pi
ng
 c
on
tai
ne
rs 
int
o 
ho
us
ing
 a
nd
 c
om
mu
nit
y 
bu
ild
ing
s, 
co
mp
let
es
 a 
sc
ho
ol
 in
 Ja
ma
ica
. 
20
01
  A
da
m 
Ka
lki
n 
cre
ate
s T
he
 C
oll
ec
to
r’s
 H
ou
se
 fo
r t
he
 S
he
lb
ur
ne
 M
us
eu
m 
co
mp
ris
ed
 o
f t
hr
ee
 co
nv
er
te
d 
sh
ip
pi
ng
 co
nt
ain
er
s w
ith
 an
 o
ut
er
 sh
ell
 
by
 Bu
tle
r B
uil
din
g, 
an
 oﬀ
-th
e-
sh
elf
 m
et
al 
ind
us
tri
al 
bu
ild
ing
 en
ve
lop
e. 
20
01
  
Se
an
 G
od
se
ll 
cre
ate
s 
Fu
tu
re 
Sh
ac
k, 
an
 e
me
rg
en
cy
 
ho
us
ing
 p
ro
to
ty
pe
 b
uil
t 
fro
m 
a 
di
sc
ar
de
d 
sh
ip
pi
ng
 
co
nt
ain
er
. 
20
01
 B
uc
km
ins
te
r F
ul
ler
’s 
Dy
ma
xio
n 
Ho
us
e 
is 
re
sto
re
d 
an
d 
ins
tal
led
 a
t t
he
 
He
nr
y F
or
d M
us
eu
m 
in 
De
ar
bo
rn
, M
ich
iga
n. 
20
01
  D
av
id 
He
rtz
 c
re
ate
s 
his
 T
ilt
-U
p 
Sla
b 
Ho
us
e 
in 
Ve
nic
e, 
Ca
lif
or
nia
, u
til
izi
ng
 pr
ec
as
t c
on
cre
te
 pa
ne
ls.
 
 
20
01
 R
oc
io 
Ro
me
ro
 o
ﬀe
rs 
th
e 
LV
 H
om
e, 
a 
Ga
lva
lum
e-
cla
d 
re
cta
ng
ula
r, 
ﬂa
t-r
oo
f, 
gla
ss
-w
all
ed
 ho
me
 as
 a 
pa
rti
al 
kit
 ho
me
. 
20
02
  
Al
lis
on
 A
rie
ﬀ 
an
d 
Br
ya
n 
Bu
rkh
art
 
pu
bl
ish
 P
ref
ab
, t
he
 ﬁ
rst
 s
ur
ve
y 
of
 
co
nt
em
po
ra
ry
 p
re
fa
br
ica
te
d 
ho
us
es
 
an
d t
he
ir 
his
to
ric
al 
an
te
ce
de
nt
s. 
 
20
02
  D
ev
elo
pm
en
t o
f “
Sp
ac
eb
ox
” c
on
ce
pt
 
of
 s
tac
ka
bl
e 
stu
de
nt
 h
ou
sin
g 
in 
th
e 
Ne
th
er
lan
ds
, w
ith
 h
un
dr
ed
s o
f u
nit
s 
ins
tal
led
 a
nd
 in
 u
se
 in
 D
elf
t 
an
d  
Ut
re
ch
t; 
a 
ra
pi
dl
y 
de
pl
oy
ab
le,
 
“p
lug
-an
d-
pla
y”
 sy
ste
m.
  
20
03
 T
he
 
arc
hit
ec
ts 
LO
T-E
K 
co
mp
let
e 
th
e 
pr
ot
ot
yp
e 
fo
r a
 M
od
ul
ar
 D
we
llin
g 
Un
it, 
a 
sh
ip
pi
ng
 co
nt
ain
er
 co
nv
er
te
d i
nt
o a
 ho
me
 
fe
atu
rin
g 
ex
te
nd
ab
le 
an
d 
re
tra
cta
bl
e 
mo
du
les
 th
at 
inc
re
as
e 
us
ab
le 
int
er
ior
 
sq
ua
re
 fo
ot
ag
e. 
20
03
  
Al
ch
em
y 
Ar
ch
ite
cts
 c
om
ple
te
s 
its
 ﬁ
rst
 w
ee
Ho
us
e, 
a 
on
e-
ro
om
 pr
ef
ab
 m
od
ula
r c
ab
in 
in 
ru
ral
 W
isc
on
sin
. 
20
03
   
Dw
ell
 m
ag
az
ine
 la
un
ch
es
 a
 p
re
fab
 h
ou
se
 c
om
pe
tit
ion
. A
 d
es
ign
 b
y 
Re
so
lut
ion
: 4
 Ar
ch
ite
ctu
re
 is
 se
lec
te
d f
or
 co
ns
tru
cti
on
 in
 N
C.
45
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2006  | After a painstaking 
restoration of the large 
Brazzaville house, it was 
exhibited in several 
locations across the 
US. From October to 
December 2006, the 
house was displayed 
at the Port des 
Champs-Elysées on 
the banks of the 
Seine in Paris, the very 
same location where 
the Niamey house was 
originally shown before 
being sent to Niger.  
2007  |  The next stop on the 
tour for the Large 
Brazzaville House was on 
the banks of the Hudson 
next to the Queensboro 
Bridge in Long Island 
City, New York.  There, 
it was displayed for 
several weeks as part 
of a large lot being  
auctioned oﬀ by 
Christie’s International.  
This Maison Tropicale 
was acquired by hotelier 
André Balazs in June 2007 
for around $5 million.  
1949  |  French industrial 
designer and architect 
Jean Prouvé designs the 
ﬁrst Maison Tropicale 
for French colonists in 
Niamey, Niger.  
Constructed at his 
Maxéville factory, it 
was displayed on the 
banks of the Seine in 
Paris before being 
shipped in panels to 
Niamey where it was 
constructed in about 
two weeks.  It measured 
10x24 meters.
1950  |  Jean Prouvé designs 
and assembles a prototype 
for a  prefab,  panelized 
system for Metropolitan 
homes.  After a high 
level of interest in the 
initial model, and with 
a post-war need for 
low cost housing,  
oﬃcials in the French 
government then 
commissioned him to 
construct a larger area 
of mass produced 
houses, with 25 units built 
in Meudon, France. 
1950-51  |  After the ﬁrst 
Niamey Maison Tropicale 
of 1949, two more 
houses of the same type 
were designed in 1950, 
then installed together 
in Brazzaville, in the 
Republic of Congo, in 
1951.  Connected by a 
bridge, the smaller  
house functioned as 
an information oﬃce 
for Aluminium Francais 
while the larger was a 
home for the company’s 
director.
2008  |  Balazs loaned the 
Large Brazzaville House to 
be displayed yet again 
outside the Tate Modern 
in London in the spring 
of 2008, in a joint 
Prouvé exhibition by 
that museum and the 
London Design 
Museum.  During that 
time, Balazs mentioned 
that he believed the 
house belonged back in 
a tropical region, though 
he did not specify where its 
ﬁnal home would be.
The diagram below shows highlights the specific areas in which the Evolution of 
Prefabrication and the Life + Work of Jean Prouvé timelines intersect.  The projects 
highlighted here demonstrate that the Maison Tropicale is the common thread between 
these two parallel lines of research.  The following pages shown these intersections in 
greater detail, from the initial conception of the Maison Tropicale, to its later restoration 
and display at various international museums.
unless otherwise noted, all Maison Tropicale images courtesy of: Touchaleaume (see bibliography for details)
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2006  | After a painstaking 
restoration of the large 
Brazzaville house, it was 
exhibited in several 
locations across the 
US. From October to 
December 2006, the 
house was displayed 
at the Port des 
Champs-Elysées on 
the banks of the 
Seine in Paris, the very 
same location where 
the Niamey house was 
originally shown before 
being sent to Niger.  
2007  |  The next stop on the 
tour for the Large 
Brazzaville House was on 
the banks of the Hudson 
next to the Queensboro 
Bridge in Long Island 
City, New York.  There, 
it was displayed for 
several weeks as part 
of a large lot being  
auctioned oﬀ by 
Christie’s International.  
This Maison Tropicale 
was acquired by hotelier 
André Balazs in June 2007 
for around $5 million.  
1949  |  French industrial 
designer and architect 
Jean Prouvé designs the 
ﬁrst Maison Tropicale 
for French colonists in 
Niamey, Niger.  
Constructed at his 
Maxéville factory, it 
was displayed on the 
banks of the Seine in 
Paris before being 
shipped in panels to 
Niamey where it was 
constructed in about 
two weeks.  It measured 
10x24 meters.
1950  |  Jean Prouvé designs 
and assembles a prototype 
for a  prefab,  panelized 
system for Metropolitan 
homes.  After a high 
level of interest in the 
initial model, and with 
a post-war need for 
low cost housing,  
oﬃcials in the French 
government then 
commissioned him to 
construct a larger area 
of mass produced 
houses, with 25 units built 
in Meudon, France. 
1950-51  |  After the ﬁrst 
Niamey Maison Tropicale 
of 1949, two more 
houses of the same type 
were designed in 1950, 
then installed together 
in Brazzaville, in the 
Republic of Congo, in 
1951.  Connected by a 
bridge, the smaller  
house functioned as 
an information oﬃce 
for Aluminium Francais 
while the larger was a 
home for the company’s 
director.
2008  |  Balazs loaned the 
Large Brazzaville House to 
be displayed yet again 
outside the Tate Modern 
in London in the spring 
of 2008, in a joint 
Prouvé exhibition by 
that museum and the 
London Design 
Museum.  During that 
time, Balazs mentioned 
that he believed the 
house belonged back in 
a tropical region, though 
he did not specify where its 
ﬁnal home would be.
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2006  | After a painstaking 
restoration of the large 
Brazzaville house, it was 
exhibited in several 
locations across the 
US. From October to 
December 2006, the 
house was displayed 
at the Port des 
Champs-Elysées on 
the banks of the 
Seine in Paris, the very 
same location where 
the Niamey house was 
originally shown before 
being sent to Niger.  
2007  |  The next stop on the 
tour for the Large 
Brazzaville House was on 
the banks of the Hudson 
next to the Queensboro 
Bridge in Long Island 
City, New York.  There, 
it was displayed for 
several weeks as part 
of a large lot being  
auctioned oﬀ by 
Christie’s International.  
This Maison Tropicale 
was acquired by hotelier 
André Balazs in June 2007 
for around $5 million.  
1949  |  French industrial 
designer and architect 
Jean Prouvé designs the 
ﬁrst Maison Tropicale 
for French colonists in 
Niamey, Niger.  
Constructed at his 
Maxéville factory, it 
was displayed on the 
banks of the Seine in 
Paris before being 
shipped in panels to 
Niamey where it was 
constructed in about 
two weeks.  It measured 
10x24 meters.
1950  |  Jean Prouvé designs 
and assembles a prototype 
for a  prefab,  panelized 
system for Metropolitan 
homes.  After a high 
level of interest in the 
initial model, and with 
a post-war need for 
low cost housing,  
oﬃcials in the French 
government then 
commissioned him to 
construct a larger area 
of mass produced 
houses, with 25 units built 
in Meudon, France. 
1950-51  |  After the ﬁrst 
Niamey Maison Tropicale 
of 1949, two more 
houses of the same type 
were designed in 1950, 
then installed together 
in Brazzaville, in the 
Republic of Congo, in 
1951.  Connected by a 
bridge, the smaller  
house functioned as 
an information oﬃce 
for Aluminium Francais 
while the larger was a 
home for the company’s 
director.
2008  |  Balazs loaned the 
Large Brazzaville House to 
be displayed yet again 
outside the Tate Modern 
in London in the spring 
of 2008, in a joint 
Prouvé exhibition by 
that museum and the 
London Design 
Museum.  During that 
time, Balazs mentioned 
that he believed the 
house belonged back in 
a tropical region, though 
he did not specify where its 
ﬁnal home would be.
bottom photo courtesy of: Panoramio user aviator-rob; accessed Nov 2010, edited for color/contrast
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2006  | After a painstaking 
restoration of the large 
Brazzaville house, it was 
exhibited in several 
locations across the 
US. From October to 
December 2006, the 
house was displayed 
at the Port des 
Champs-Elysées on 
the banks of the 
Seine in Paris, the very 
same location where 
the Niamey house was 
originally shown before 
being sent to Niger.  
2007  |  The next stop on the 
tour for the Large 
Brazzaville House was on 
the banks of the Hudson 
next to the Queensboro 
Bridge in Long Island 
City, New York.  There, 
it was displayed for 
several weeks as part 
of a large lot being  
auctioned oﬀ by 
Christie’s International.  
This Maison Tropicale 
was acquired by hotelier 
André Balazs in June 2007 
for around $5 million.  
1949  |  French industrial 
designer and architect 
Jean Prouvé designs the 
ﬁrst Maison Tropicale 
for French colonists in 
Niamey, Niger.  
Constructed at his 
Maxéville factory, it 
was displayed on the 
banks of the Seine in 
Paris before being 
shipped in panels to 
Niamey where it was 
constructed in about 
two weeks.  It measured 
10x24 meters.
1950  |  Jean Prouvé designs 
and assembles a prototype 
for a  prefab,  panelized 
system for Metropolitan 
homes.  After a high 
level of interest in the 
initial model, and with 
a post-war need for 
low cost housing,  
oﬃcials in the French 
government then 
commissioned him to 
construct a larger area 
of mass produced 
houses, with 25 units built 
in Meudon, France. 
1950-51  |  After the ﬁrst 
Niamey Maison Tropicale 
of 1949, two more 
houses of the same type 
were designed in 1950, 
then installed together 
in Brazzaville, in the 
Republic of Congo, in 
1951.  Connected by a 
bridge, the smaller  
house functioned as 
an information oﬃce 
for Aluminium Francais 
while the larger was a 
home for the company’s 
director.
2008  |  Balazs loaned the 
Large Brazzaville House to 
be displayed yet again 
outside the Tate Modern 
in London in the spring 
of 2008, in a joint 
Prouvé exhibition by 
that museum and the 
London Design 
Museum.  During that 
time, Balazs mentioned 
that he believed the 
house belonged back in 
a tropical region, though 
he did not specify where its 
ﬁnal home would be.
RESEARCH |  Intersections
bottom photo courtesy of: London Design Museum/MaisonTropicale website.
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$$$$$$
number of units constructed
10,000-
100,000
1-10        10-100      100-
         1000  
1000-
10,000 1-2 wks      2-4 wks      4-6 wks     6-8 wks      8 wks +
on-site assembly time in weeks
(in case of time given in man hours, estimates are 
based on a 5-man team working 40hrs/week)
square footage, (one block = 100ft2)
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
approximate cost/ft2, each $ = $50 /ft2
(adjusted to 2011 USD with Consumer Price Index)
assembly type:
modular, frame + panel, or stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
Legend for Key Features Diagrams:
CASE STUDIES in Prefabricated Housing 
The invention a novel set of prefabricated 
elements necessitates a thorough 
understanding of both historical and 
contemporary prefab home design, as 
well as an exploration of the various 
fabrication technologies currently used 
in the manufacture of such homes. 
Furthermore, in order to fully understand 
the state of the industry today and 
the change, or lack thereof, that it has 
undergone, it is important to investigate 
key projects for their relative successes 
and failures.  Thus the methodology of this 
thesis involves research into the evolution 
of prefabricated housing, with particular 
attention to current developments in this 
field. 
The nine case studies presented here, in 
addition to a more thorough analysis of 
the Maison Tropicale, have been analyzed 
in further detail.  In particular, special 
attention has been paid to the cost of 
the system, the type of system (modular, 
panelized, structure + infill, etc), the 
time required on-site to assemble one 
unit, the number of units constructed, 
the floor area of each home, and to 
the reasons for their success or failure. 
Another rubric, design ambition, has also 
been assessed; although this category 
is somewhat subjective, it speaks to the 
use of inventive techniques for a creative 
and architecturally compelling  home 
design.  Lastly, the case study projects 
have been rated on whether the design 
of the home is one of a generic set, or 
custom to each homeowner, as well as 
whether the building represents a unique 
“one-off” construction or if the means of 
production are scalable, with the ability 
to product the home in small or large 
quantities.  All of the above-described 
features are expressed in diagrammatic 
form on the pages that follow, as outlined 
in the Legend for Key Features Diagrams 
at right.
In addition to the Maison Tropicale, several 
projects represent the construction 
boom to address the post-WWII housing 
shortage. By contrast, contemporary 
examples, such as the PRO/con system, 
Loblolly House, and the Micro-Compact 
Home will be especially useful in assessing 
the current state of the industry and the 
degree to which it has changed since 
the post-war industrial era.  Such recent 
projects will equally serve to highlight 
the potential to incorporate intelligent 
technologies into a prefabricated system, 
as well as provide examples of strategies 
for the integration of building services. 
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudies
$$$$$$
number of units constructed
10,000-
100,000
1-10        10-100      100-
         1000  
1000-
10,000 1-2 wks      2-4 wks      4-6 wks     6-8 wks      8 wks +
on-site assembly time in weeks
(in case of time given in man hours, estimates are 
based on a 5-man team working 40hrs/week)
square footage, (one block = 100ft2)
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
approximate cost/ft2, each $ = $50 /ft2
(adjusted to 2011 USD with Consumer Price Index)
assembly type:
modular, frame + panel, or stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
Legend for Key Features Diagrams:
CASE STUDIES in Prefabricated Housing 
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The “Honor Bilt” Modern Homes 1908-1940
Designer/founder: Sears Roebuck & Co.  
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel, stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 600-2,100 ft2
number of units built: 100,000 assembly time: 350 man hours
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
approximate cost: $150/ft2 (not including land)
At the turn of the century, the growing 
middle class was leaving the densely-
packed city for suburbia. However, the 
existing expensive Victorian-style homes 
were not an option for all but the upper 
class. Affordable, mail-order homes 
proved to be just the answer to such 
dilemmas. 
From 1908–1940, Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
sold about 100,000 homes through their 
mail-order Modern Homes program. Over 
that time Sears designed 447 different 
housing styles, from the elaborate 
multistory Ivanhoe, with its elegant 
French doors and art glass windows, to 
the simpler Goldenrod, which served as 
a quaint, three-room and no-bath cottage 
for summer vacationers. Customers could 
choose a house to suit their individual 
tastes and budgets.
Entire homes would arrive by railroad, 
from precut lumber, to carved staircases, 
down to the nails and varnish. Families 
picked out their houses according to 
their needs, tastes, and pocketbooks. 
Sears provided all the materials and 
instructions, and for many years the 
financing, for homeowners to build their 
own houses.
The company helped popularize the 
latest technology available to modern 
home-buyers in the early part of the 
twentieth century. Central heating, 
indoor plumbing, and electricity were all 
new developments in home design that 
Modern Homes incorporated, although 
not all of the homes were designed with 
these conveniences. Indoor plumbing and 
homes wired for electricity were the first 
steps to modern kitchens and bathrooms. 
In order to aid the new homeowner, Sears 
offered loans beginning in 1911, and 
by 1918 it offered customers credit for 
almost all building materials as well as 
offering advanced capital for labor costs; 
however this policy backfired when the 
Depression his, and ultimately proved to 
be the program’s downfall. 
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesThe “Honor Bilt” Modern Homes 1908-1940
Designer/founder: Sears Roebuck & Co.  
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel, stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 600-2,100 ft2
number of units built: 100,000 assembly time: 350 man hours
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
approximate cost: $150/ft2 (not including land)
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Levittown 1945-1951
Designer/founder: William Levitt  
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel, stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 600-2,100 ft2
number of units built: 100,000 assembly time: 350 man hours
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
approximate cost: $150/ft2 (not including land)
asse bly type:
odular, fra e + panel, 
8  ft2
7,5 0 houses/day (for whole town)
0
In 1945, developer and builder William 
Levitt began the construction of a 
new suburbia, called Levittown.  His 
traditional stick-built, high-volume 
house assembly method rivals projected 
prefabricated housing volumes.  Levitt 
argued for the embrace of utilitarian 
systems of construction he had learned 
in the military.  With his architect-brother, 
Alfred, he designed a small house on one 
floor and an unfinished “expansion attic” 
that could be rapidly constructed and as 
rapidly rented out to returning GIs and 
their young families. 
Understanding the need for post-
war housing, Levitt and Sons built a 
community of these homes, emphasizing 
speed, efficiency, and cost-effective 
construction; these methods led to a 
production rate of 30 houses per day by 
July 1948. The homes were made from 
pre-cut lumber and nails shipped from the 
Levitt factories in Blue Lake, California, 
and were built on concrete slabs, as the 
Levitts had done in a previous planned 
community in Norfolk, Virginia. Given the 
urgent need for housing in the region, the 
town agreed to a change in the building 
code, which prior to the building of this 
community, did not permit concrete slabs. 
As the first and one of the largest mass-
produced suburbs, Levittown quickly 
became a symbol of postwar suburbia, 
for good and for bad. Although Levittown 
provided affordable houses in what many 
residents felt to be a congenial community, 
critics condemned its homogeneity and 
lack of design aspirations. 
The name “Levittown” is commonly 
used today as a term to describe overly-
sanitized suburbs consisting largely 
of identical housing.  In spite of these 
criticisms, Levittown proved successful. 
By 1951, it and surrounding regions 
included 17,447 homes constructed by 
Levitt and Sons, addressing the housing 
crisis if somewhat lacking in style.
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesLevittown 1945-1951
Designer/founder: William Levitt  
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel, stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 600-2,100 ft2
number of units built: 100,000 assembly time: 350 man hours
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
approximate cost: $150/ft2 (not including land)
asse bly type:
odular, fra e + panel, 
8  ft2
7,5 0 houses/day (for whole town)
0
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Case Study House (no.8) 1945-1949
Designer/founder: Charles and Ray Eames  
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 1,500 ft2 (+ 1,000ft2 studio)
number of units built: 1 assembly time: 3-4 months (after steel delivery)
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: ~$200/ft2 (data unavailable)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>   
The Eames House, also known as Case 
Study House No. 8, is a landmark of mid-
20th century modern architecture located 
in the Pacific Palisades neighborhood of 
Los Angeles, California. It was constructed 
in 1949 by husband-and-wife design 
pioneers Charles and Ray Eames, to serve 
as their home and studio.
The design of the house was proposed 
by Charles and Ray as part of the famous 
Case Study House program for John 
Entenza’s Arts & Architecture magazine. 
The idea of a Case Study house was 
to hypothesize a modern household, 
elaborate its functional requirements, 
have an esteemed architect develop 
a design that met those requirements 
using modern materials and construction 
processes, and then to actually build the 
home. The houses were documented 
before, during and after construction 
for publication in Arts & Architecture. 
The Eames’ proposal reflected their own 
household and their own needs; a young 
married couple wanting a place to live, 
work and entertain in one undemanding 
setting in harmony with the site.  
The structure was to be constructed 
entirely from “off-the-shelf” parts 
available from steel fabricators catalogs. 
Immediately after the war, though, these 
parts were in very short supply. By the time 
the materials arrived three years later, 
much pre-construction time had been 
spent exploring the lot where the house 
would stand; this ultimately led to radical 
design changes to allow the house to sit 
more quietly in the land.  Of the twenty-
five Case Study Houses built, the Eames 
house is considered the most successful 
both as an architectural statement and as 
a comfortable, functional living space. 
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesCase Study House (no.8) 1945-1949
Designer/founder: Charles and Ray Eames  
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 1,500 ft2 (+ 1,000ft2 studio)
number of units built: 1 assembly time: 3-4 months (after steel delivery)
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: ~$200/ft2 (data unavailable)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>   
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The Lustron Home 1947-1950
Designer/founder: Carl Strandlund 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 700-1,200 ft2
number of units built: 3,000 assembly time: 360 man hours
approximate cost: $100/ft2 (not including land)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<   >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
In January 1947, the newly formed 
Lustron Corporation received a $12.5 
million Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation loan to manufacture mass-
produced prefabricated homes that 
featured enamel-coated steel panels. 
Led by industrialist and inventor 
Strandlund, who had worked with 
constructing prefabricated gas stations, 
Lustron offered a home that would “defy 
weather, wear, and time.”  The initial goal 
of Strandlund’s Lustron Corporation was 
to construct 15,000 homes in 1947 and 
30,000 in 1948. Making use of former 
airplane manufacturing facilities,  the 
corporation only completed around 3,000 
Lustron homes between 1948 and 1950. 
The houses sold for between $8,500 
and $9,500—about 25 percent less than 
comparable conventional housing. By 
November 1949, however, a Lustron’s 
average selling price had come up to 
$10,500.
While prefabricated housing had existed 
before the Lustron home, Lustron’s 
promises of assembly-line efficiency and 
modular construction set it apart from 
competitors. The homes were designed by 
Morris Beckman of Chicago firm Beckman 
and Blass; with enameled steel panels 
inside and out, as well as steel framing, 
the homes’ materials stood out next to 
more traditional dwellings made of wood 
and plaster.  Their sturdy steel frame 
was constructed on-site by a team of 
local workers who assembled the house 
piece-by-piece from a special Lustron 
Corporation delivery truck. The assembly 
team was supposed to complete a house 
in 360 man-hours.
With the tagline “This is the house 
America is talking about.”, the homes 
well-publicized, well-funded, and 
government-supported.  Even so, the 
Lustron Corporation declared bankruptcy 
in 1950. Production delays, the lack of a 
distribution strategy, and escalating prices 
all contributed to the failure.  The Lustron 
home’s massive number of components 
may have equally contributed to the 
failure of the system, causing longer-
than-anticipated construction times in 
the joining of thousands of elements.
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesThe Lustron Home 1947-1950
Designer/founder: Carl Strandlund 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
>>>         >>>
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 700-1,200 ft2
number of units built: 3,000 assembly time: 360 man hours
approximate cost: $100/ft2 (not including land)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<   >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
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Deck House 1959-present
Designer/founder: William Berkes 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
ﬂoor area = 1,800 ft2 + 
number of units built: 20,000 assembly time: 4-6 months
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $200-250/ft2 
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
William Berkes, a graduate of the Harvard 
Graduate School of Design and disciple 
of Walter Gropius founded Deck House 
in 1959; the company later merged with 
Acorn Structures in 1995.  Operating today 
as Acorn Deck House Company, they have 
built more than 20,000 prefabricated 
homes across the US and abroad, having 
pursued the idea of mass-customization 
for most of their sixty year history.
Fundamental to this approach is the 
idea of variability of design for each 
customer. Their building system 
incorporates components engineered 
and manufactured in their own factory 
according to precise, standardized details. 
Once completed, these structural parts are 
shipped to site for assembly by specially 
trained builders. By using standard 
details rather than standard plans, Deck 
Houses intend to offer unlimited design 
flexibility, allowing for the customization 
of the home to suit any particular site, 
climate, lifestyle, and budget.  As with 
most prefabricated systems, their 
homes are manufactured under factory 
conditions by experienced craftsmen, 
resulting in a tight shell that is difficult 
to replicate with traditional construction 
methods.  Unlike modular homes that are 
manufactured in sections that leave little 
opportunity for design alteration, Deck 
House’s component-based panelization 
system allows for great flexibility and 
individual specifications. 
While they have built a large number of 
the homes over the years, the company’s 
market is clearly directed at the upper-
middle class.  This is evidenced by the 
cost of the homes, roughly $200-$300 
per square foot, making them far too 
expensive to exist as mass housing. 
Equally, the high degree of customization 
of each home means that it can take 
from five months to over a year for a 
prefabricated house to be completed, 
thus their work is within a market of 
customers with the time and money to 
wait for their new home.
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesDeck House 1959-present
Designer/founder: William Berkes 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
ﬂoor area = 1,800 ft2 + 
number of units built: 20,000 assembly time: 4-6 months
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $200-250/ft2 
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
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Bensonwood Homes 1974-present
Designer/founder: Tedd Benson 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
ﬂoor area = 800-2,200 ft2 + 
number of units built: 800+ assembly time: 2-4 weeks
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $200-250/ft2 
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
Bensonwood’s history begins with the 
history of building in New England. 
The durable, honestly crafted buildings 
framed in heavy timbers and held 
together by mortise-and-tenon joinery 
were the dominant form of construction 
in America until the late 1800’s. The craft 
of timberframing eventually died, due 
to new building methods, the westward 
expansion and the increasing need to 
build quickly.
In 1974, Tedd Benson observed these 
remarkable structures — many of which 
had stood for more than two centuries 
— and reasoned that the ancient craft 
of timber framing could be made viable 
again with modern tools and would yield 
great benefits in durability and beauty in 
contemporary homes.
Tedd began by studying old barns and 
houses before building his first few timber 
frames, recreating the joinery he found in 
those historic spaces. Along the way, his 
work attracted dedicated woodworkers 
into the hill country of southwestern New 
Hampshire and Benson Woodworking 
Company was formed. Together, these 
coworkers and adventurers rediscovered 
the long-forgotten craft of framing 
buildings with heavy timbers, as they 
worked to meld centuries-old craft with 
the needs of contemporary buildings 
— insulation, plumbing, electricity, and 
communication systems.
Their efforts yielded a near endless series 
of innovative ideas. As Bensonwood has 
grown, the relentless drive toward better 
building strategies has continued. Today, 
while Bensonwood is still known for its 
exceedingly artful timber frame homes, 
it is also one of the more innovative 
homebuilders of hybrid and non-
timbered, panelized homes. Through 
its fabrication of highly insulated and 
finished panelized assemblies, and its 
proprietary Open-Built strategies that 
make the home flexible and adaptable to 
the owners’ needs over time, Bensonwood 
is acknowledged as a premier builder of 
energy efficient, high performance homes 
across the US and Canada.  (text courtesy 
Bensonwood Homes)
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesBensonwood Homes 1974-present
Designer/founder: Tedd Benson 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
ﬂoor area = 800-2,200 ft2 + 
number of units built: 800+ assembly time: 2-4 weeks
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $200-250/ft2 
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
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PRO/con System 1999-present
Designer/founder: Wes Jones 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
ﬂoor area = 1,500 ft2 +
number of units built: 0 assembly time: ~4 weeks
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $125/ft2 (estimate)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
American architect, educator and author 
Wes Jones began his experimentation 
with ISO shipping containers as a building 
system in 1995, which served as the basis 
for his Technological Cabins series as well 
as for his proposed  PROgram CONtainer 
(PRO/con) housing system.  The system 
is assembled from standard 20 foot steel 
shipping containers that can be tailored to 
individual tastes and budgets, combining 
the shipping container unit with a system 
of prefab steel-frame infill panels for the 
floor, windows, and roof.  
“The loose modularity of the PRO/con 
system,” says Jones, “does not view 
the house as finished product but as a 
continuously negotiated collection of 
products and their ultimate relation to the 
ever-changing American family.”  Aware of 
the limitations of container-based design, 
this system overcomes potential space 
restrictions by interjecting conventional 
construction in the spaces between 
widely separated containers, using the 
containers as structural supports, rather 
than merely enclosure.  In making use 
of the space between containers, PRO/
con allows for a full range of room types 
and sizes.  Each container would arrive 
complete with the proper finishes/
fixtures for a given room.
Because the module already exists, the 
PRO/con is not dependent on high-volume 
production in order to benefit from 
the cost-savings that mass-production 
affords.  As Jones says himself, “The result 
is not exactly prefab, not completely 
modular, and certainly not a mobile home: 
rather, it is an intelligent mix of the three, 
avoiding the shortcomings of each while 
capitalizing on their strengths, to create 
a speedily-constructed, durable, highly 
flexible cost-effective but architecturally 
sophisticated contemporary home.” 
While the PRO/con system remains a 
concept, Jones received a patent for his 
PRO/dek system, which modifies high 
density movable storage systems to 
support programmed activities in a space-
saving way. 
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesPRO/con System 1999-present
Designer/founder: Wes Jones 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
ﬂoor area = 1,500 ft2 +
number of units built: 0 assembly time: ~4 weeks
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $125/ft2 (estimate)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
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Loblolly House 2006
Designer/founder: KieranTimberlake 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
ﬂoor area = 2,200 ft2
number of units built: 1 assembly time: 6 weeks
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $400+/ft2 (estimate)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>   
Although it is a “one-off” house, 
KieranTimberlake’s Loblolly House 
embodies the spirit of serial production 
in the way that it was fabricated and 
subsequently constructed in just six 
weeks.  Completed in 2006, the house is 
composed entirely of off-site fabricated 
elements and ready-made components. 
The conception and detailing of Loblolly 
House are formed around four new 
elements of architecture: the scaffold, 
the cartridge, the block and equipment. 
The aluminum scaffold system, coupled 
with an array of connectors, serves as the 
structural frame and a means to connect 
cartridges, blocks and equipment with 
only the aid of a wrench.
The assembly process begins with off-site 
fabricated floor and ceiling panels, termed 
“smart cartridges,” which distribute 
radiant heating, hot and cold water, waste 
water, ventilation, and electricity through 
the house. Fully integrated bathroom and 
mechanical room modules are lifted into 
position. Exterior wall panels containing 
structure, insulation, windows, interior 
finishes and the exterior rain screen 
complete the cladding. The west wall is an 
adjustable glazed system with two layers: 
interior accordion-style folding glass 
doors and exterior polycarbonate-clad 
hangar doors that provide an adjustable 
awning as well as weather and storm 
protection.
This methodology confronts not only 
the question of how architecture is 
assembled, but also the obligation to 
assume responsibility for its disassembly. 
Just as the components may be quickly 
joined at the site with a wrench, they 
may equally be disassembled rapidly 
and whole. KieranTimberlake assert that, 
“Instead of the stream of decomposed 
debris that comprises much of what we 
are left with to recycle today, this house 
poses a far more extensive agenda of 
wholesale reclamation. It is a vision 
in which our architecture, even as it is 
disassembled at some unknown moment, 
can be relocated and reassembled in new 
ways from reclaimed parts.”
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesLoblolly House 2006
Designer/founder: KieranTimberlake 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
ﬂoor area = 2,200 ft2
number of units built: 1 assembly time: 6 weeks
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: $400+/ft2 (estimate)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>   
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Micro-Compact Home 2001-present
Designer/founder: Horden Cherry Lee and Haack + Hopfner 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
ﬂoor area = 76 ft2 
number of units built: 15 assembly time: 1 day
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
approximate cost: $900/ft2
       ($70,000 for one unit)
>>>         >>>
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
The Micro-Compact Home project was 
initiated by Prof. Richard Horden with his 
team of students and assistants in 2001 
as a research collaboration between TUM 
and the Tokyo Institute of Technology. 
The project is inspired by Japanese tea-
house architecture and utilizes advanced 
European and Japanese prefabrication 
methods and concepts.
It is now possible to live much better on 
a smaller scale.   The storage for books 
was once an essential part of learning or 
research, and the ownership of objects 
and rooms to store them in an essential 
expression of wealth.   Today we acquire 
knowledge from the internet and wealth 
is expressed by a high degree of physical 
and  intellectual  mobility. The luxury is 
in the compact technologies that allow 
us the greatest freedom of movement. 
Compact dimensions allow the Micro 
home to nest amidst small trees and 
shrubs and integrate into any landscape. 
The m-ch is delivered by trailer or light 
crane and may be arranged as a single 
unit raised above the ground on a light 
aluminium frame and placed in a garden 
for private use, as a ‘guest home’ or ‘teen 
home’ or in the countryside for weekend 
leisure activities.   
The m-ch has a timber frame structure with 
anodized aluminium external cladding, 
insulated with polyurethane and fitted 
with aluminium frame double glazed 
windows and front door with security 
double lock; graphics can be applied for 
sponsors, exhibition and business use.  As 
of January 2011, fifteen of these homes 
have been built.; with installations made 
for The Museum of Modern Art in   New   
York,   UBS Bank in Zurich, O2 Telecom in 
Germany and for various   private clients. 
The m-ch units can be modified with 
a second door at the kitchen end and a 
connecting link to another m-ch unit. This 
would provide short stay accommodation 
for two or four people.
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RESEARCH  |  CaseStudiesMicro-Compact Home 2001-present
Designer/founder: Horden Cherry Lee and Haack + Hopfner 
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
ﬂoor area = 76 ft2 
number of units built: 15 assembly time: 1 day
level of design ambition:
low, medium, high
approximate cost: $900/ft2
       ($70,000 for one unit)
>>>         >>>
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
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73
Analysis
assessing the original Maison Tropicale through 3D modeling, reviewing the state of 
the industry today, extracting criteria and learning from historical precedents
74
Analyzing the Maison Tropicale 1949-1951
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 1,000 ft2
number of units built: 3 assembly time: 2 weeks
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: (data unavailable)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
In order to thoroughly analyze the Maison Tropicale and its prefabricated system of 
structure and panels, a series of drawings, diagrams, and ultimately a 3D model were 
created (the Large Brazzaville house was taken as the example in this case, since each of 
the original three buildings are of different lengths).  These proved to be very useful tools 
in understanding the assembly method and order of the original building, as well as its 
more detailed connection types. The creation of a 3D model also allowed the building to 
be assessed by the number of parts it contains, with special attention to the number of 
unique and repetitive parts in each area of the building.
The following pages contain more detailed information about the elements that constitute 
the Maison Tropicale.  The 3D model was created in Rhinoceros 4 and rendered using a 
V-ray plug-in;  measurements were taken from scanned drawings and estimated through 
extensive study of photographs of both the original and restored building.  While certain 
pieces of the home were omitted, such as interior partition walls and fit out as well as 
connection bolts and screws, every effort was made to model the building as accurately 
and completely as possible.  
In studying the diagrams on the following pages, a few factors become very apparent. 
First, at about 1000 ft2, the Maison Tropicale is not a large home by today’s standards; 
however this floor area serves as a guideline for the development of a new tropical home. 
Second, while the design is ambitious, it is also very generic and could be mass produced 
easily, though with almost no potential for design variation.  Lastly, the elements used are 
very repetitive -- about 90% of the building’s parts are repeated.  This fact is indicative of 
the time in which the building was fabricated, when it was far more efficient to produce 
multiple copies of the same element than to allow for variation.  With the computer-
controlled fabrication equipment readily available today, which can quickly produce 
custom parts, this degree of repetition no longer dictates a building’s design.
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Analyzing the Maison Tropicale 1949-1951
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 1,000 ft2
number of units built: 3 assembly time: 2 weeks
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: (data unavailable)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
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total number of 
elements in 3D model
number of unique 
elements
889
66
structure
substructure
columns
primary beams
perimeter beams
beam anchors
portal frame
portal frame angles
ridge beam plates
ridge beam supports
ridge beam
gable end truss
ridge wing supports
ridge vent shafts
edge columns
superstructure
42
1
21
1
7
1
4
2
8
1
18
1
18
3
4
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
28
2
roof
substructure
edge beams
ridge channels
ventilation channels
ridge end panels
ridge cap
sheet metal surface
ridge side surface
gable end caps
under eave panels
ﬁnishsurface
6
1
6
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
22
4
36
2
36
1
36
1
ﬂooring
substructure
central beams
veranda beams
edge beams
wall track channel
interior ﬂooring
exterior deck (0.5m)
exterior deck (1m)
ﬁnish surface
24
1
39
2
6
1
18
3
48
2
68
1
4
1
walls
substructure
panel spacer bars
hanging track
ﬁxed panels
sliding panels
ﬁnish panels
drop ceiling panels
electrical channel
ﬁnish ceiling
11
1
37
3
36
1
6
1
56
4
4
1
shading
substructure
support branches
lower support cups
louvresshade panels
balustrade panels
balustrade hinges
balustrade
84
4
56
2
28
2
28
2
28
4
of elements in the 
home are repetitive90%
above: charting the main elements of the Maison Tropicale, comparing unique and total number of parts
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ANALYSIS |  Elements of the MaisonTropicale
total number of 
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home are repetitive90%
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above and opposite:rendered assembly sequence of the Maison Tropicale
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ANALYSIS |  Maison Tropicale Assembly Sequence
80
81
ANALYSIS |  Axonometric Rendering of the MaisonTropicale
82
above: exploded axonometric view of the elements comprising the Maison Tropicale
83
ANALYSIS |  Exploded Axon of the MaisonTropicale
36
2
Category: Roof
Division: Finish Surface
Part: Sheet Metal Panel
11
1
Category: Walls
Division: Finish Panels
Part: Fixed Wall Panel
Category: Flooring
Division: Finish Floor
Part: Exterior Deck (1m)
68
1
2
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Category: Structure
Division: Superstructure
Part: Portal Frame
28
4
Category: Shading
Division: Balustrade
Part: Balustrade Panels
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1
Category: Structure
Division: Substructure
Part: Foundation Columns
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Learning from the Maison Tropicale
Why the Maison Tropicale?  …an argument for its exemplary status
Beyond its fairly recent status as an icon of modern design, the Maison Tropicale embodies 
a particular optimism and an ambition in the potential of prefabricated housing after World 
War II.  The end of the war brought conditions ripe for change and innovation: the airplane 
factories were left empty and ready for another use, recent advances in the aluminum 
manufacturing process drove costs of the material down, and there was a dire need for 
new housing to rebuild destroyed areas and to shelter soldiers returning from the war.  The 
necessity for the rapid construction of large quantities of new homes placed the spotlight 
on prefabrication, and several systems and businesses were developed to fill the void and 
make use of the advances in industrial manufacturing developed in the wartime aviation 
industry.
Of these systems, the three original Maisons Tropicales were simply one proposal.  Jean 
Prouvé felt that his system could make use of advances in industrialization in order to 
construct a more egalitarian system that would provide the best housing for the greatest 
number of people.  But beyond this contention, Prouvé’s system was also designed to 
be lightweight and transportable, making use of a clean, modern aesthetic derived from 
the tools of the industry and a streamlined design.  It included shading, ventilation, 
porthole windows and a lightweight frame that summed up the aspirations of a generation 
of architects, embracing the new potential in manufacturing technologies to create an 
innovative prefabricated housing system.  Ultimately, though, Prouvé’s system was a 
failure because the cost of its implementation in France’s African colonies was higher 
than local construction techniques, and because its aesthetic was far too industrial for its 
conservative, expatriate clientele.  
The failure of the system to be produced on a wide scale is evident, but this does not mean 
its design is without merit.  In comparing the Maison Tropicale to a concurrent project like 
the Lustron House, the Lustron was clearly the more successful venture—although the 
Lustron business did go bankrupt after only a few years in production, Carl Strandlund 
and company managed to sell about 2,500 Lustron homes. The mostly steel Lustron, 
constructed in a former airplane factory, was an example of new post-war technology in 
use, yet it reverted to traditional housing styles.  With its design was cloaked in nostalgic 
references to traditional homes, the Lustron home more closely resembled a conventional 
85
suburban balloon-frame typology than an innovative industrial product.  So, while it was 
produced in the industrial fervor of the post-war housing boom, the Lustron (and other 
concurrent prefab systems) did not exhibit the same kind of forward-thinking design 
principles that Prouvé preferred.  It seems that the Lustron House embodied the anxiety 
of the uncertain post-war era, favoring a comfortable known design instead of exploiting 
the potential for more creative uses of fabrication methods and materials.  
Thus, although the Maison Tropicale lacked the commercial success of other prefab 
systems of the same era, its design was far more optimistic, expressing the aspiration 
and ambition that Prouvé had for industrialized, prefabricated housing.  It is this spirit, 
in designing a prefabrication system by making use of the incredible potential of new 
materials, technologies, and methods of fabrication that will be captured in this thesis.
lightweight prefabricated ambitious 
design
Al
ALUMINUM
26.98213
intended for 
the tropics
primary material: 
aluminum
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What does “Re-imagining the Maison Tropicale” mean for this thesis?
The relevance of such an emphasis on ambition is due to the current state of prefabrication 
in architecture, which is severely lacking in this in creative new solutions.  As stated above, 
prefabricated housing today tends to exist at two ends of the spectrum – low-quality, 
mobile homes or expensive custom homes – both of which are predominantly lackluster 
in design and very conventional in construction.  Examining the precedent Case Study 
projects in the previous chapter demonstrates this issue; this cross section of projects 
is indicative of the general lack of good design and serial production in prefabricated 
home systems.   There exists a small sliver of the market (see figure below) where prefab 
homes make use of new fabrication techniques and are designed to be affordable and 
interesting, but such projects are generally one-offs, not engaged in serial production and 
not providing homes for a larger number of people. 
Such conditions call for an extensive investigation of the latent potential for prefab that is 
not yet being achieved.  Thus, in the context of this thesis, re-imagining the Maison Tropicale 
strives to understand the latent promise of the prefabrication industry.  It is an attempt at 
recapturing the boldness and optimism that Prouvé’s Maison Tropicale exhibited towards 
industrialized prefabrication; the thesis is inspired by Maison Tropicale’s deployable, 
light-weight, streamlined, rapidly-assembled qualities (see diagram on previous page) 
in order to design a prefab housing system.  Maintaining the imaginative nature of the 
original Prouvé design, the thesis seeks to fulfill the dual role of an ambitious, affordable 
prefabricated system within the constraints of today’s technology.
Creativity and Design Ambition
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ANALYSIS  |  Learning from the MaisonTropicale
But understanding which qualities to extract from the Maison Tropicale is only part of the 
issue -- there must equally be a set of parameters to adjust or change entirely.  The ambition 
of the home in the post-WWII period is admirable, and its fabrication techniques reflect 
this value.  However, in the context of today’s demands and technologies, the areas of the 
original design that are noted in the figure below --Symmetry, Section, Services, Partitions 
-- are just a few of the multiple facets of the original home that must be reassessed in this 
very different 21st century context.
Reimaging the Maison Tropicale:
Aspects of the home to be reconsidered
Symmetry
a. The Maison is symmetrical along two 
axes; this is due its use of a repetitive 
system for maximum eﬃciency in 
production of  parts.
b. The shading and porch/veranda need 
not run around the whole building, but 
could be enlarged or reduced in certain 
areas to better shade the house.  This 
would be speciﬁc to the building’s 
orientation but would be customizable for 
each home.
Section
a.  The rectangular extrusion of the original 
Maison Tropicale is, again, a product of its 
time, achieving simplicity in the high level 
of repetition.  Instead of a simple 
extrusion, the section could be explored as 
a means to divide living spaces within the 
home while minimizing the number of 
partitions required.
b. Exploration of the section could allow 
for shorter roof spans, which would 
eliminate large, heavy beams and trusses.
Services
a. Given the era in which the original 
Maisons Tropicales were built, it is not 
surprising that each had only one central 
channel for electricity.  However, a 
contemporary home requires total 
connectivity; thus wiring should be 
integrated in an adjustable layer 
throughout.
b. Plumbing was not initially installed in 
the Brazzaville Maisons, though later 
drawings indicate that sanitary zones were 
added locally.  Plumbing is now a 
necessity, so should be pre-installed in 
prefab elements or accounted for in 
plumbed units to be delivered with the 
rest of the home.
 
Partitions
a. The partition walls in the original home 
design create cramped, sometimes dead 
spaces.  There are few details regarding 
these partitions, as they are not included 
in the restored Maison Tropicale.
b. The Maison’s partitions were secondary 
and non-structural, so could be reduced in 
number or potentially be made of the 
same components as the exterior wall 
panels.
1
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4
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LIFECYCLE ANALYSIS of BUILDINGS
Understanding the entire cost of a building in relation to the changes made to 
each portion of it over time.
adapted from Brand, How Buildings Learn; originally in Duﬀy, Henney’s The Changing City.
Moving beyond the discussion of the Maison Tropicale’s qualities to be adapted or 
changed, there is another strategy to be interlaced into the design of this new prefab 
system.  As Stewart Brand suggested in his landmark book, How Buildings Learn, a building 
must be analyzed in a more holistic manner, both according to its layers/systems and over 
the entire life cycle of the building.  What results is the demonstration, as seen in the 
figure below, of the cumulative cost of a building over 50 years; and while the structure 
is a large proportion of the initial cost of the building, it is minimal compared to the price 
of renovations and rearrangements of the interior space plan for the life of the building.
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DISENTANGLEMENT:  the “Shearing Layers of Change”
Separating the building into layers that consider each portion’s 
lifespan and relative need to adapt or change.
adapted from Brand, How Buildings Learn
ANALYSIS  |  Learning from the MaisonTropicale
So, with this data about the relative costs of structure and changes to services and 
space plan over time, the approach to the building design must involve a separation 
of these layers.  By disentangling the layers of structure from those of services, space 
plan, furnishings, and building skin (see figure below), each layer is more accessible and 
adjustable in inverse proportion to its longevity in the building.  For example, an occupant 
might like to update their furnishings often, every 1-2 years, so the furnishings should be 
able to be changed very quickly.  By contrast, given that services might need updating or 
repairs every 5-10 years, they are more deeply integrated, or “entangled”, with the rest of 
the building’s systems.
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Designing a New Prefab System
combining lessons learned from research and analysis to develop a new composite 
panel , kit of parts, and detailed assembly sequence through testing and prototyping
92
Designing a New Prefab System
STRATEGY
The following considerations were used to develop a strategy for a new prefab system, 
combining the desirable qualities of Prouvé’s Maison Tropicale with a more contemporary 
approach to flexibility and layering.
Lightweight
The new system is constructed using lightweight materials such as aluminum honeycomb. 
Standard panels weigh 60-80 lbs, with the heaviest at no more than 150 lbs, so that the 
home can be assembled without the use of cranes or other heavy equipment.
Prefabricated
It must be a factory-built kit of parts to be quickly and easily assembled on site.  There 
should be no real need for skilled labor as parts are designed to work around issues of 
joining and order of assembly.
Disentangled
The layers of structure and services are separated, with specific access points from which 
to make repairs/updates.  Wiring/conduit channels easily fit on to interior walls, accessible 
by snap on/off panels or baseboards for efficient updating of systems and services.
Flexible
The system includes clip on/off interior panels that provide options for the ever-changing 
functions of the interior space.  Exterior cladding/finishing works on similarly adjustable 
system for a more sustainable approach to building.
opposite page: the combined qualities of the Maison Tropicale and Disentanglement lead to a new, flexible system
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design
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ALUMINUM
26.98213
intended for 
the tropics
primary material: 
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Typical balloon-frame wall section
gypsum board
vapor barrier
2x4 stud
ﬁberglass batt insulation
plywood sheathing
housewrap/air + vapor barrier
exterior siding/ﬁnish
SIPs wall section
drywall/interior sheathing 
(applied on site)
cable channels for wiring
structural plywood or OSB
rigid foam insulation   
(EPS, XPS, or polyurethane)
structural plywood or OSB
housewrap/air + vapor 
barrier (applied on site)
exterior cladding/ﬁnish 
(applied on site)
Maison Tropicale wall section
aluminum proﬁle frame
aluminum sheet ﬁnish
air gap, zone for ﬁlters to rotate
aluminum support brace 
ﬁberglass batt insulation
EXISTING SYSTEMS
Prouvé’s Aluminum + Steel design
Prouvé’s lightweight construction system for the tropics was composed of all-metal panels. 
This resulted in hard and unflexible, and ultimately undesired interior surfaces.  There was 
little to no insulation in these panels; while this approach is appropriate for the tropics, it 
also means the system isn’t scalable for use in other climates
 
Balloon Frame construction
This very common system is completely site assembled, requiring larger construction 
teams and longer overall construction time.  Each piece of lumber is cut on site, taking 
time and creating excessive construction waste.  Finished homes generally have some air 
leakage/thermal bridging issues due to errors on site.
SIPs
These foam and wood prefab panels work well to create a tightly-sealed building envelope 
with few air gaps, however the panels are generally large and heavy, requiring cranes for 
installation.  Floor systems span only short distances or require the addition  of floor joists 
and plywood sheeting.
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Typical balloon-frame wall section
gypsum board
vapor barrier
2x4 stud
ﬁberglass batt insulation
plywood sheathing
housewrap/air + vapor barrier
exterior siding/ﬁnish
SIPs wall section
drywall/interior sheathing 
(applied on site)
cable channels for wiring
structural plywood or OSB
rigid foam insulation   
(EPS, XPS, or polyurethane)
structural plywood or OSB
housewrap/air + vapor 
barrier (applied on site)
exterior cladding/ﬁnish 
(applied on site)
Maison Tropicale wall section
aluminum proﬁle frame
aluminum sheet ﬁnish
air gap, zone for ﬁlters to rotate
aluminum support brace 
ﬁberglass batt insulation
DESIGN  |  Developing a New Prefab System
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INSPIRATION FROM AVIATION:
Combining a SIPs System with Ideas from Airplane Structure
- Taking a layered approach to a SIPs-type system could work well in conjunction with 
lighter materials, such as the aluminum skin and structural ribs found in most commercial 
aircraft today.
- Light, aluminum honeycomb panels keep the system buildable with only a small crew 
and no need for construction cranes.
above: view of floor joist-to-wall connection in a SIPs construction system
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- Using a metallic skin, as in the aircraft, helps issues of air penetration, thermal bridging, 
and watertightness and general weather-resistance.
- Aluminum does not rust; both aluminum and XPS foam are extremely resistant to moisture 
and can thus survive outside without additional air/vapor barriers or house-wrap.
- Thinking of the panel with a thick insulated core makes the system applicable to a wider 
range of environments and climates.
- Use of a structural sandwich keeps panels strong and lightweight, requiring fewer solid 
metal members to span across the structure to create floor plates and roof.
DESIGN  |  Developing a New Prefab System
above: view of rib, beam, and skin system used in aircraft design
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1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
1/32“ Aluminum connection bracket
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
Prototyping the New Wall System
WALL SECTION PROTOTYPE 01
Construction
Based on a SIPs panel, but using a 1/2” thick Aluminum Honeycomb panel in place of 
plywood or OSB sheathing on both sides
Includes a 4” thick Extruded Polystyrene insulation (XPS) foam core
 
Pros
Aluminum honeycomb yields a very 
lightweight, rigid wall panel
Quick and easy to assemble
Includes connections for interior finishes
Cons
Use of 1/2” thick honeycomb on both 
sides may be excessive
Lacks a connection system for floor panels
Interior clips are tacked on rather than 
integrated into finish materials
1
above: section cut through wall prototype 1; opposite page: axonometric view of prototyped portion of wall
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1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
1/32“ Aluminum connection bracket
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
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photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
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DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
above and opposite page: exploded axonometric views of wall system and wall panel 1
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1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
1/8“ Rubber gasket
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
1/32“ Aluminum connection bracket
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb T-section
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
WALL SECTION PROTOTYPE 02
Construction
Similar to previous system, with reduced interior aluminum honeycomb thickness (1/8”)
Includes a built-in T-section to create a floors/roof connection system
Improved interior clip and panel system 
Pros
Reduced inner honeycomb thickness 
creates a lighter panel
Integrated T-section can form a floor 
joist/beam
Cons
More complex insulation/joint connection
T-section system can only span 8-10’ 
horizontally, limiting design possibilities
No structural bracing system to work 
against shear forces
2
above: section cut through wall prototype 2; opposite page: axonometric view of prototyped portion of wall
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1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
1/8“ Rubber gasket
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
1/32“ Aluminum connection bracket
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb T-section
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
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photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
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DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
above and opposite page: exploded axonometric views of wall system and wall panel 2
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1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” XPS Insulation (hidden from view)
3x4” Extruded aluminum I-beam
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
1/32” Aluminum connection plate
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel
3”x6” Extruded aluminum I-beam 
3” Horizontal lap joint for ﬂoor panel connection
INTEGRATED WALL + FLOOR PROTOTYPE 03
Construction
Panelization includes rigid corner connection between wall and floor (see diagram below)
Integrated aluminum I-beam works as structure and connection plate between panels
Honeycomb sandwich dimensions maintained from previous prototype
Pros
Improved structural rigidity and ease of 
assembly with prefab corner panels
Integrated beam allows spans of up to 
16’, with 4’ beam spacing
Lapping stack joint adds strength and 
keeps moisture out of the wall
Cons
Additional solid structural elements make 
some panels heavier
Spans larger than 18’ will require 
intermediate column or bearing wall
3
above: diagram showing rigid corner panelization method developed in prototype 3
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1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” XPS Insulation (hidden from view)
3x4” Extruded aluminum I-beam
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
1/32” Aluminum connection plate
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel
3”x6” Extruded aluminum I-beam 
3” Horizontal lap joint for ﬂoor panel connection
DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
above: section cut through the integrated wall + floor prototype 3
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above: exploded axonometric view of panel elements in prototype 3
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DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
above: exploded axonometric view of rigid wall-to-floor corner element
110
above and opposite: assembly sequence of integrated wall and floor prototype 3 model
111
photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
DESIGN  |  Prototyping a New Prefab System
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1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
16-gauge (~1/16”) Folded aluminum decking
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
Detailing a New Kit of Parts
COMPOSITE ALUMINUM WALL PANEL SYSTEM
Construction
Evolving the design of the previous three prototypes, this system maintains a lightweight 
aluminum sandwich structure while integrated a folded aluminum decking to allow for 
longer spans.
It is both lighter than the previous iteration (no. 3) and is easier to handle, due to a more 
even weight distribution (as opposed to the integrated I-beam solution, which created an 
eccentric  or unbalanced loading situation during transportation and installation).
With simple adjustments to the depth of the section, the final composite system can 
apply to floor and roof panels as well as walls.  A 4” thick wall section is largely sufficient, 
whereas a floor panel might require 6-8” depth to achieve a longer span of about 16-18’.
above: composite aluminum wall section at stack joint
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1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
2” Lap joint for added connection strength
16-gauge (~1/16”) Folded aluminum decking
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
DESIGN  |  Detailing a New Kit of Parts
above: axonometric view of wall-to-floor panel connections
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above: exploded axonometric view showing panelization of various elements of the system
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DESIGN  |  Detailing a New Kit of Parts
above: exploded axonometric view of a wall panel, showing folded aluminum decking inside
116
above and opposite: assembly sequence for the final composite panel system, left-to-right, top-to-bottom
117
photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
DESIGN  |  Detailing a New Kit of Parts
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THE ELEMENTS IN THE KIT OF PARTS
Variations through a minimum number of types of parts
The full kit of parts, as used to create a portion of a building, is shown at right, totalling 
about 20 different types of elements including foundations.  With various combinations 
and repetitions of these parts, a wide variety of designs can be produced.  Given changes 
in design, the panelized elements can vary in height and width, while the rigid corner 
elements can be made to various angles to accommodate different schemes.
above: general form of the kit-made house
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DESIGN  |  Detailing a New Kit of Parts
above: exploded axonometric view of the kit of parts used in the building at left
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OVERLAPPING CONNECTION SYSTEM
Combined tongue-and-groove and keystone approach
The design of the kit of parts has been carefully considered and detailed to create a realistic 
and feasible order of assembly.  While the majority of panels have a tongue-and-groove 
edge detail to overlap the previous panel and create a strong connection joint, this system 
does not provide an easy means to insert the final panel into a structural frame.  Therefore, 
the system is designed to be assembled from the extremities inward, with the last panels 
having an overlap rather than tongue-and-groove connection.  This way, the central panel 
acts as a “keystone” to join the entire assembly with an easily-inserted final part.
above: connection system -- overlapping/keystone approach
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DESIGN  |  Detailing a New Kit of Parts
CORNER ANGLE VARIATION
Allows system to adapt to multiple designs
The rigid corner panels of this new kit of parts are vital elements that provide structural 
support against shear loads and help maintain perpendicular walls during construction. 
However, they also provide a level of variability to the system.  As the corner panels are 
prefabricated to minimize assembly issues on site, the angle of the corner can be fairly 
easily adjusted in the factory to adapt to design variations.  This allows the basic wall 
and floor panels to remain the same, while design differences are largely assumed by the 
corner units, minimizing the number of changes required to maximize design variations.
above: variations through factory-made corner joints
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ﬂat ﬁnsih panel
bookshelves
integrated clip system
seating
table/work surface
conduit covers
INTEGRATED INTERIOR FURNISHING
Helps establish a more flexible space plan
As one of the fundamental concepts of this new building system is to disentangle the 
layers of the building according to the amount each one changes over time, it is logical that 
the interior fit-out of the home should be very flexible.  Thus rather than requiring fixed 
furnishings and services, this kit comes ready with a clipping system to which any number 
of finishes can be attached.  The readily adaptable system allows for access to building 
services for maintenance with minimal disruption, and equally provides the opportunity 
for a wide range of functional elements to be anchored directly to the walls; both factors 
help save space and lower the cost of maintenance over the entire building life cycle.
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DESIGN  |  Detailing a New Kit of Parts
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TYPOLOGIES
The options for your new home
While the new Maison Tropicale system does not seek to prescribe each specific 
home design, there are several basic options for the home as well as the potential for 
customization using the kit of parts.  The various typologies considered speak to both the 
needs of the particular occupants, as well as the site requirements, geographical location, 
and urgency of housing.  These potential variations are outlined in two basic factors: Scale 
and Foundation types, as demonstrated in the diagrams below and on the following pages.
BAR
single family home,
best form for tropical climates 
STACKED
multi-family housing, 
especially for dense
urban situations
TRUNCATED
deployable shelter
for disaster relief
COURTYARD
larger single family home,
for rural sites with more space 
_SCALES OF HOUSING: basic typologies and their applications
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CONCRETE FOOTINGS
for rapidly-deployable construction
CONCRETE SLABS
for sites with minimal seismic activity
POURED/BLOCK WALLS
for sites requiring deeper foundations
or those desiring a basement level
PILOTIS/COLUMNS
best form for tropical climates 
_FOUNDATION TYPES: standard foundation types to accomodate a variety of sites
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CONCRETE FOOTINGS
for rapidly-deployable construction
CONCRETE SLABS
for sites with minimal seismic activity
POURED/BLOCK WALLS
for sites requiring deeper foundations
or those desiring a basement level
PILOTIS/COLUMNS
best form for tropical climates 
_FOUNDATION TYPES: standard foundation types to accomodate a variety of sites
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Assembling the Kit of Parts
?
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE... 
Wondering what to do with your new Maison Tropicale kit?
Check your assembly manual (located in the Appendix) for 
further details.
129
DESIGN  |  Assembling the Kit of Parts
above: assembly steps 1 + 2
130
above: assembly steps 3 + 4
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DESIGN  |  Assembling the Kit of Parts
above: assembly steps 5 + 6
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above: assembly steps 7+8
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DESIGN  |  Assembling the Kit of Parts
above: assembly steps 9 + 10
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above: assembly steps 11+ 12
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DESIGN  |  Assembling the Kit of Parts
above: assembly steps 13 + 14
136
above: the final step in the assembly sequence -- the addition of exterior cladding layer(s).
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Synthesis: the New Maison Tropicale
composing a new, re-imagined tropical house from the component parts of the new 
prefab system, using criteria from the original Maison Tropicale
140
the Re-Imagined Maison Tropicale
DESIGN STRATEGIES FOR A NEW TROPICAL HOME
Following the design intentions outlined at the beginning of the Design chapter of this 
book, the concept for this re-imagined tropical home combines qualities of the original 
Prouvé design with the notions of flexibility, disentanglement, and materials exploration, 
as well as the basic considerations for tropical climates outlined earlier in this book. 
These qualities are shown in the diagram at right, while several specific design decisions 
are outlined below.
Just as the detailed order of assembly and assembly manual decrease the need for on-
site labor, these design properties are meant to minimize the need for on-site decision-
making.  Both factors indicate the increased role of the designer in the initial design of the 
system, which allows for a small team of low-skilled labor to assemble the home based 
on clear, simple instructions.  Thus the architect is able to maintain greater control of the 
prefabricated product, even while it is assembled half a world away.
Site
The Maisons Tropicales were constructed in Niamey, Niger and Brazzaville, Congo.  For the 
purposes of this design, Brazzaville was chosen as the geographical location for the home. 
While specific site data was not available for this location, the latitude and longitude are 
great indicators for site requirements.  
One particularly important feature to note is the position of the building in the Southern 
Hemisphere, requiring a reversal of the North-South orientation strategies that we learn in 
the Northern Hemisphere.
Reorientation
The original home was oriented North-South, leaving the longer East and West facades 
exposed to a greater degree of sunlight; by contrast, the re-designed Maison Tropicale is 
oriented as a long bar East to West, minimizing the sun exposure on these two sides.
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lightweight prefabricated ambitious 
design
Al
ALUMINUM
26.98213
intended for 
the tropics
primary material: 
aluminum
custom scalable no cranes 
required
ﬂexible 
spaces
assembled by 
2 people
above: the criteria of the newly re-imagined Maison Tropicale
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The symmetry of the original Maison has been discarded in favor of one larger veranda 
on the South side of the home, where the building receives the least amount of light. 
Providing shade here creates an area of cooler air to help naturally ventilate the interior.
Interior Arrangement
Due to the high sun exposure on the East and West sides of the home, these facades have 
no windows, and are instead packed with storage and services.  This strategy helps to 
reduce any heat gain through windows in the areas where the solar exposure is highest.
Additionally, “Daytime” and “Nighttime” activities are programmed on the East and West 
sides of the home such that the amount of time spent on the side of the home exposed 
to the sun is limited.  
The total floor area of the home is modest, at approximately 1,000 ft2.
Openings
Small, deep windows are located on the North side of the home at several heights, while 
larger view openings  are place on the South side, protected by the shade of the Veranda.
The depth of the Northern windows shades the interior from direct sun infiltration, and 
the juxtaposition of these openings with those on the South facade will help encourage 
natural ventilation and air circulation throughout the space.
Exterior
The building’s skin will be a double-layered perforated screen system mounted on top of 
the aluminum panel structure.  This material will provide extra layers of shade and reflect 
heat from the walls, while permitting air to circulate around and through the structure.
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above: a perspective drawing of the new Maison Tropicale
144
above: plan drawing of the New, Re-Imagined Maison Tropicale
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above: daytime and nighttime activities arranged to minimize time spent in sun-exposed zone of the home
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above: section drawing showing small openings on North side with large openings to shaded porch on the South
148
above and opposite: final presentation model of the New Maison Tropicale
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SYNTHESIS  |  Re-Imagining the Maison Tropicale
photos courtesy of: Andrew Thomas Ryan for MIT Department of Architecture Archives
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Conclusion: Evaluating the New Maison System 
a discussion of the results, the final critique on the project, and how to measure its 
success as a  system and as a home
154
Evaluating the New Maison System
RESULTS
In the Final Review of the project, there was a lively discussion around the scope taken on 
by this thesis.  While the goal of the project was to design a new, lightweight prefabricated 
building system to be used in the tropics, the pursuit of this goal encompassed a wide 
ranging set of topics -- from design and iconography to technical studies of climate, 
ventilation and material strength to issues of fabrication and assembly on the scale of 
both the panel prototype and the final home.  
Given the scope of the research necessary to have even a cursory understanding of these 
issues, it is not surprising that the final critique of the project bounced between these 
topics rather than centering on the main pursuit of the prefab system.  The fact that critics 
were able to discuss all of these issues, however, implies a general acceptance of the 
validity of the system, upon which questions of further applications were based.
METRICS
One fundamental issue that arose in evaluating the project was a question of metrics 
-- by what scales or figures can we assess this system and compare it to others?  While 
these metrics were not explicitly stated, they are based on the qualities outlined in the 
conceptual discussion of the system, namely weight, assembly on site without the use 
of cranes, design for tropical climates, design ambition, ease of assembly, and flexibility. 
Some of these topics are more difficult to evaluate, but questions of weight have been 
directly examined.  
For example, the final composite aluminum wall system weighs approximately 3 lbs/ft2, 
meaning that an entire wall panel of between 24-32 ft2 would range in weight from 72-96 
lbs.  This is well below the stated requirement of no more than 150 lbs/ft2.  But how does 
it stack up to similar systems?  
A basic SIPs system ranges in weight from 4-5 lbs/ft2, meaning that the new prefab panel 
invented for this thesis is clearly superior in that category.  Still, the new system is also 
largely more expensive that SIPs, given the relatively high cost of aluminum as compared 
to plywood or OSB.  The relative cost of material is only part of the true cost of construction, 
however, as heavier panels would require heavier construction equipment such as cranes 
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as well as the personnel trained to use them; such requirements add a considerable cost 
to on-site construction. 
If this project were to continue, one comparison that should be conducted in the future 
would be a thorough cost analysis of these two systems.  With higher material costs for 
the composite aluminum honeycomb system, but higher construction costs for SIPs-
type systems, there would likely be some way to optimize this new prefab system to 
be competitive with existing systems.  This would certainly be the case if the entire life 
cycle of the building could be assessed, given the aluminum system’s high level weather 
resistance and higher strength as well as flexibility in changes to the interior without 
requiring structural interventions.
DIVERGENT PATHS
As was mentioned above, this type of system-based project could have a number of foci. 
While the path pursued in this thesis was focused on the development of a lightweight 
wall section, the project could have easily followed a number of strategies and avenues in 
terms of detail development as well as building typology.
One alternative pursuit might have been to delve more profoundly into the issues of shading 
and ventilation in tropical buildings; such a study would certainly require a more thorough 
study of the level of insulation in the wall as well as optimized locations for windows and 
vents.  Another alternative could be to study the use of this type of prefabricated building 
system to construct fabrication facilities or factories in rapidly-developing areas, creating 
a sort of self-perpetuating plant that creates the space to build the prefab system.
While these are very interesting project concepts, every thesis must have a scope.  The 
extent of this thesis was very interesting and informative in terms of working between 
scales, from developing details to applying them to the design of a building.  The approach 
of a system that can be derived from study at both these scales seems to be intrinsically 
more interesting -- it is this holistic method of design that was perhaps the most engaging 
facet of this thesis.  Though the system should be pushed and tested and prototyped to 
a much greater extent than was possible in one semester, it seems that the underlying 
notion of the project already functions as a system; the manifestation of the system in a 
building, then, serves as the most discernible means to judge its success.
CONCLUSION  |  Evaluating the New Maison System
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above: Final Review Panels 1, 2, 3
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Category: Roof
Division: Finish Surface
Part: Sheet Metal Panel
11
1
Category: Walls
Division: Finish Panels
Part: Fixed Wall Panel
Category: Flooring
Division: Finish Floor
Part: Exterior Deck (1m)
68
1
2
1
Category: Structure
Division: Superstructure
Part: Portal Frame
28
4
Category: Shading
Division: Balustrade
Part: Balustrade Panels
21
1
Category: Structure
Division: Substructure
Part: Foundation Columns
Key Features of the Maison Tropicale 1949-1951
assembly type:
modular,  frame + panel,  stick-built kit
level of design ambition:
low,  medium,  high
ﬂoor area = 1,000 ft2
number of units built: 3 assembly time: 2 weeks
>>>         >>>
approximate cost: (data unavailable)
design type:
generic vs. custom
<<<    >>>
production:
unique  vs. scalable
<<<   >>>
Axonometric View + Assembly Sequence (at right)
ANALYSIS of the original Maison Tropicale
3d Model Study: the elements of Prouvé’s system
total number of 
elements in 3D model
number of unique 
elements
889
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structure
substructure
columns
primary beams
perimeter beams
beam anchors
portal frame
portal frame angles
ridge beam plates
ridge beam supports
ridge beam
gable end truss
ridge wing supports
ridge vent shafts
edge columns
superstructure
42
1
21
1
7
1
4
2
8
1
18
1
18
3
4
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
28
2
roof
substructure
edge beams
ridge channels
ventilation channels
ridge end panels
ridge cap
sheet metal surface
ridge side surface
gable end caps
under eave panels
ﬁnishsurface
6
1
6
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
22
4
36
2
36
1
36
1
ﬂooring
substructure
central beams
veranda beams
edge beams
wall track channel
interior ﬂooring
exterior deck (0.5m)
exterior deck (1m)
ﬁnish surface
24
1
39
2
6
1
18
3
48
2
68
1
4
1
walls
substructure
panel spacer bars
hanging track
ﬁxed panels
sliding panels
ﬁnish panels
drop ceiling panels
electrical channel
ﬁnish ceiling
11
1
37
3
36
1
6
1
56
4
4
1
shading
substructure
support branches
lower support cups
louvresshade panels
balustrade panels
balustrade hinges
balustrade
84
4
56
2
28
2
28
2
28
4
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DEVELOPING a New Prefabricated Construction System
PROTOTYPING the new Wall System
LIGHTWEIGHT
Constructed using lightweight materials such as aluminum honeycomb
Standard panels weigh 60-80 lbs, with the heaviest at no more than 150lbs, so that the home can be 
assembled without the use of cranes or other heavy equipment
 
PREFABRICATED
A factory-built kit of parts to be quickly and easily assembled on site
No need for skilled labor as parts are designed to work around issues of joining and order of 
assembly
DISENTANGLED
Layers of structure and services are separated, with speciﬁc access pointson to make repairs/updates
Wiring/conduit channels easily ﬁt on to interior walls, accessible by snap on/oﬀ panels or baseboards
FLEXBILE
Snap on/oﬀ interior panels provide options for changing functions of the interior space
Exterior cladding/ﬁnishing works on similarly adjustable system for a more sustainable approach to 
building
ALUMINUM + STEEL
Prouvé’s lightweight construction system for the tropics
All-metal panels create hard and unﬂexible interior surfaces
Little to no insulation in panels means the system isn’t scalable for use in other climate regions 
 
BALLOON FRAME
System is completely site assembled, requiring larger construction teams and longer on-site time
Each piece of lumber is cut on site, taking time and creating excess construction waste
Finished homes generally have some air leakage/thermal bridging issues
SIPs
These foam and wood prefab panels work well to create a tightly-sealed building envelope with 
few air gaps
Panels are large and heavy, requiring cranes for installation
Floor systems span only short distances or require the addition of typical wooden joists and 
plywood sheating
COMBINING a SIPs SYSTEM with IDEAS from AIRPLANE STRUCTURE
Layered approach to SIPs sytem could work well in conjuction with lighter materials, such as the 
aluminum skin and structural ribs found in most commercial aircraft today.
Light, aluminum honeycomb panels keep the system buildable with only a small crew and no need 
for construction cranes.
Using a metallic skin, as in the aircraft, helps issues of air penetration, thermal bridging, and 
watertight-ness and general weather-resistance.
Aluminum does not rust; both aluminum and XPS foam are extremely resistance to moisture and 
can thus survive outside without the need for additional air + vapor barriers or house-wrap.
Thinking of the panel with a thick insulated core makes the system applicable to a wider range of 
environments and climates.
Use of a structural sandwich keeps panels strong and lightweight, requiring fewer solid metal 
members to span across the structure to create ﬂoor plates and roof.
STRATEGY
EXISTING SYSTEMS
INSPIRATION FROM AVIATION
CONSTRUCTION
Based on a SIPs panel, but using a 1/2” thick Aluminum Honeycomb 
panel in place of plywood or OSB sheathing on both sides
Includes a 4” thick Extruded Polystyrene insulation (XPS) foam core
 
PROS
Lightweight, rigid wall panel
Quick and easy to assemble
Includes connections for interior ﬁnishes
CONS
Use of 1/2” thick honeycomb on both sides may be excessive
Lack of connection system for ﬂoor/roof assemblies
Interior clips are tacked on rather than integrated into ﬁnish materials
CONSTRUCTION
Similar to previous system, with reduced interior aluminum honeycomb 
panel thickness (1/8”)
Includes a built-in T-section to create a ﬂoors/roof connection system
Improved interior clip and panel system
 
PROS
Reduced inner honeycomb thickness creates a lighter panel
Integrated T-section can form a ﬂoor joist/beam
CONS
Insulation and joint connectino is more complex
T-section system can only space short distances horizontally, 8-10’, 
limiting design possibilities
No structural bracing system to work against shear forces
CONSTRUCTION
Panelization includes rigid corner connectino between wall and ﬂoor
Integrated aluminum I-beam works as structure and connection plate 
between panels
Honeycomb sandwich dimensions maintained from previous prototype
 
PROS
Improved structural rigidity and ease of assembly with factory-made 
corner angles
Integrated beam allows spans of up to 16’, with 4’ beam spacing
Lapping stack joint adds strength and keeps moisture out of the wall
CONS
Additional solid structural elements make some panels heavier
Spans larger than 18’ will require intermediate column or bearing wall
WALL SECTION PROTOTYPE 01
WALL SECTION PROTOTYPE 02
INTEGRATED WALL + FLOOR PROTOTYPE 03
Typical balloon-frame 
wall section
gypsum board
vapor barrier
2x4 stud
ﬁberglass batt insulation
plywood sheathing
housewrap/air + vapor barrier
exterior siding/ﬁnish
SIPs wall section
drywall/interior sheathing 
(applied on site)
cable channels for wiring
structural plywood or OSB
rigid foam insulation   
(EPS, XPS, or polyurethane)
structural plywood or OSB
housewrap/air + vapor 
barrier (applied on site)
exterior cladding/ﬁnish 
(applied on site)
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Maison Tropicale wall section
aluminum proﬁle frame
aluminum sheet ﬁnish
air gap, zone for ﬁlters to rotate
aluminum support brace 
ﬁberglass batt insulation
lightweight
prefabricated
ambitious 
design
Al
ALUMINUM
26.98213
intended for 
the tropics
primary material: 
aluminum
above: Final Review Panels 4, 5, 6
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COMPOSITE ALUMINUM WALL PANEL
1/8” Aluminum honeycomb panel
4” Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) Insulation
16-gauge (1/16”) Folded aluminum decking
1/2” Aluminum honeycomb panel 
CORNER ANGLE VARIATIONS
adapts to multiple designs
OVERLAPPING KEYSTONE PANEL
INTEGRATED INTERIOR FURNISHING
ﬂat panel
bookshelves
clip system
seating table
conduit covers
DESIGNING the KIT OF PREFAB PARTS
?
TYPOLOGIES... the options for your new home
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE... 
Wondering what to do with your 
new Maison Tropicale kit?
Check your assembly manual for 
further details.
_FOUNDATION TYPES
concrete footings concrete slabs poured/block wallspilotis
_SCALES OF HOUSING
BAR
single family home STACKED
multi-family
housing
TRUNCATED
deployable shelter
for disaster relief
COURTYARD
larger single
family home
the REIMAGINED MAISON TROPICALE
E
S
N
W
lightweight prefabricated ambitious 
design
Al
ALUMINUM
26.98213
intended for 
the tropics
primary material: 
aluminum
custom scalable no cranes 
required
ﬂexible 
spaces
assembled by 
2 people
above: Final Review Panels 7, 8, 9
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FINAL PRESENTATION 
PHOTO(S)
Final Review photo courtesy of: Scott Douglas Nelson
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Design Considerations for Tropical Buildings
The following are general notes to keep in mind when designing buildings to be sited in 
tropical regions.  Descriptive Diagrams follow.
General Factors:
1.  Naturally comfortable houses are low energy houses
2.  Ceiling fans provide low energy cooling if you only use them whilst rooms are occupied
3.  Light colored roofs (zinc or alum) reﬂect the heat
4.  Use orientation and shading to eliminate direct sun on walls
5.  Minimize east and west wall areas and avoid windows on east and western walls to 
prevent low morning and afternoon sun heating up the house
6.  Correctly sized eaves can provide permanent shade to north and south windows and 
walls (southern verandas make sense for souther hemisphere)
7.  Plant tall trees on the east and west sides of the house to shade walls
8.  Tall trees on north and south shade roof (minimise mid-height foliage to let breeze 
through for naturally ventilated houses). Consider leaving half roof unshaded if solar 
panels are to be used 
Design for Natural Ventilation
1.  Use the breeze for cross ventilation through openings in opposite walls and internal 
partitions
2.  Maximize the area of windows (e.g. louvres) that can be opened
3.  Orient the house to catch the breeze (while still minimizing sun on east and west walls)
4.  A long narrow ﬂoor plan catches the breeze best.
5.  Trees and shrubs act to cool the air passing through the house.
6.  Don’t use exposed concrete on ground immediately outside the house as it heats the 
air.
7.  Roof space ventilation draws the heat out.
8.  Dirty ﬂy screens block more breeze. Consider using openable/removable ﬂy screen 
shutters
169
Minimum Insulation Standard
1.  Light colored well ventilated roofs: foil/insulation
2.  Other roofs: R1.5 batts and foil/insulation
3.  Full shading of wall is much more important than wall R-value. Unshaded masonry walls 
store heat and release it well into the night.
4.  Shelter windows with louvres, canopies, shutters or fixed overhangs - then you can 
enjoy the cooling effect of rain.
Windows
1.  Medium sized with the greatest possible openable area per window, and placed for 
cross ventilation, so you don’t have to air-condition all the time
2.  Heavy snug fitting curtains and pelmets prevent cooling energy loss from radiation and 
air ﬂow against glass
3.  A square ﬂoor plan minimizes external wall area and therefore reduces cooling energy 
loss through walls.
4.  Exposed heavy construction materials (e.g. concrete and bricks) inside insulation barrier 
store cooling energy.
Combined Air-Conditioning and Naturally Ventilated Houses
1.  Many houses in tropical regions have some air conditioned spaces and some naturally 
ventilated spaces or the same spaces are naturally ventilated and air-conditioned at 
different times
2.  Design of each area should follow principles for natural ventilation or air-conditioning 
as relevant.
3.  Walls separating naturally ventilated and cooled spaces should be insulated and have 
doors to limit loss of cooled air.
APPENDIX B  |  Design Considerations for Tropical Buildings
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of the world’s human 
population lives within the 
tropical zone (as of 2010).40%
Due to high birth rates 
and migration, this 
figure will approach 60%by 2060
THE TROPICAL CLIMATE
equator
 70º    70º
N       S
  Sun Angle
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS for Tropical Buildings:
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SOLAR GAIN
1. Provide shade to protect from the sun
Large Roof Overhang and Veranda for Shading
173
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70o
70o
Minimize sun on East/West;
Shade on North/South Facade
Principles for Minimizing Heat Gain from Wall
174
VENTILATION
Building Raised on Stilts to Aid in Ventilation
2. Accelerate evaporation of sweat on the body
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LouversOverhangNormative
Orient Building To Catch Breeze
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lisensiyadong estruktural engineer bago ang 
instalasyon. Para sa isang listahan ng mga ser-
tipikadong mga inhinyero, mangyaring makip-
ag-ugnayan sa amin sa aming website.
Mahalaga!
Huwag gumamit ng iba pang hardware kaysa 
sa kung ano ay ibinigay sa iyong kit. Makipag-
ugnayan sa amin para equivalencies. Hindi 
trabaho lamang upang maiwasan ang pinsala. 
Huwag pagtatangka na iangat malaking piraso 
sa pamamagitan ng iyong sarili.
FRANCAIS
Attention!
Les pilotis de la New Maison Tropicale doivent 
être fixés en fonction des normes locales de 
construction. Une étude du sol doit être effec-
tuée par un ingénieur agréé structurelles avant 
l’installation des pilotis. Pour obtenir une liste 
d’ingénieurs certifiés, s’il vous plaît nous con-
tacter sur notre site Web.
Important!
Ne pas utiliser un autre matériel que celui four-
ni dans le kit. Contactez-nous pour les équiva-
lences. Ne jamais travailler seul pour éviter les 
blessures. Ne tentez pas de soulever de gros 
morceaux par vous-meme.
CREOLE
Avètisman!
Piloti yo New Maison Tropicale dwe fikse selon 
nòm ofisyèl lokal nan konstriksyon. Dwe Yon 
sondaj tè ap fèt pa yon enjenyè ki gen lisans 
estriktirèl yo anvan enstalasyon yo. Pou yon 
lis enjenyè sètifye, tanpri kontakte nou sou sit 
entènèt nou an.
Enpòtan!
Pa sèvi ak lòt Materyèl pase sa yo bay nan 
twous ou an. Kontakte nou pou ekivalans.Pa 
janm travay pou kont li pou fè pou evite blesi. 
Pa eseye leve gwo moso nan tèt ou.
INDONESIAN
Peringatan!
Para pilotis dari New Maison Tropicale harus 
diatur sesuai dengan standar lokal konstruksi. 
Sebuah survei tanah harus dilakukan oleh 
seorang insinyur struktur lisensi sebelum in-
stalasi. Untuk daftar engineer bersertifikat, si-
lahkan hubungi kami di website kami.
Penting!
Jangan gunakan perangkat keras lainnya dari 
apa yang disediakan dalam kit Anda. Hubungi 
kami untuk equivalencies. Jangan bekerja 
sendirian untuk menghindari cedera. Jangan 
mencoba untuk mengangkat potongan besar 
oleh Anda sendiri.
警告！
新しいメゾントロピカルのピロティは、建設のロー
カル規格に応じて設定する必要があります。土壌
調査は、インストール前にライセンス構造エンジ
ニアによって実施されなければならない。認定エ
ンジニアの一覧については、当社のウェブサイト
上でご連絡ください。
重要！
あなたのキットで提供されるものよりも、他のハー
ドウェアを使用しないでください。同値については
お問い合わせ下さい。 絶対に怪我を避けるため
ENGLISH
Warning!
The New Maison Tropicale’s pilotis must be 
set according to local standards of construc-
tion. A soil survey must be conducted by a 
licensed structural engineer prior to installa-
tion.  For a list of certified engineers, please 
contact us on our website.
Important!
Do not use other hardware than what is pro-
vided in your kit. Contact us for equivalen-
cies. Never work alone to avoid injuries. Do 
not attempt to lift large pieces by yourself.
AFRIKAANS
Waarskuwing!
Die pilotis van die New Maison Tropicale 
moet vasgestel word volgens plaaslike stan-
daarde van die konstruksie. ‘N Grond opname 
moet gedoen word deur’n gelisensieerde 
strukturele ingenieur voor installasie. Vir ‘n 
lys van gesertifiseerde ingenieurs, kontak 
ons  asseblief op ons webwerf.
Belangrik!
Moet nie ander hardeware as wat voorsien in 
jou kit. Kontak ons  vir equivalencies. Nooit al-
leen te werk om beserings te voorkom. Moet 
nie probeer om groot stukke deur jou eie te 
lig.
ESPAÑOL
¡Atención!
Los pilotes de la New Maison Tropicale se 
debe establecer de acuerdo a las normas lo-
cales de construcción. Un levantamiento de 
suelos debe ser realizado por un ingeniero 
estructural con licencia antes de la insta-
lación. Para obtener una lista de ingenieros 
certificados, por favor contacte con nosotros 
en nuestro sitio web.
¡Importante!
No utilice otro hardware que lo que se pro-
porciona en el kit. Contacte con nosotros para 
equivalencias. Nunca trabaje solo para evitar 
lesiones. No intente levantar grandes piezas 
por ti mismo.
PORTUGUES
Atenção!
O pilotis Nova Maison Tropicale deve ser 
definida de acordo com as normas locais da 
construção. Um levantamento do solo deve 
ser realizado por um engenheiro licenciado 
estruturais antes da instalação. Para obter 
uma lista de engenheiros certificados, entre 
em contato conosco em nosso site.
Importante!
Não use hardware, além do que é fornecido 
no kit. Contacte-nos para equivalências. 
Nunca trabalhar sozinho, para evitar lesões. 
Não tente levantar grandes pedaços de seu 
próprio país.
FILIPINO
Babala!
Ang pilotis ng New Maison Tropicale ay dapat 
nakatakda ayon sa lokal na mga pamantayan 
ng construction. Ang isang survey na lupa 
ay dapat isagawa sa pamamagitan ng isang 
に、単独で動作します。自分で大きな部分を持ち
上げようとしないでください。
MALAY
Amaran!
Para pilotis daripada New Maison Tropicale 
harus diatur sesuai dengan standard tem-
patan pembinaan. Sebuah survei tanah ha-
rus dilakukan oleh seorang jurutera struktur 
lesen sebelum pemasangan. Untuk senarai 
engineer bersertifikat, sila hubungi kami di 
website kami.
Penting!
Jangan gunakan peranti keras lainnya dari 
apa yang disediakan dalam kit anda. Hubungi 
kami untuk equivalencies. Jangan bekerja 
sendirian untuk mengelakkan kecederaan. 
Jangan cuba untuk mengangkat potongan 
besar oleh anda sendiri.
中文
警告！
新美美Tropicale的pilotis必须根据当地的建筑标
准。一个土壤调查必须由有执照的结构工程师
在安装前。有关认证的工程师名单，请致电我
们的网站。
重要！
不要使用比什么是您的工具包中提供的其他硬
件。联系我们相等。不要独自工作，以避免受
伤。不要尝试自行抬起大块。
VIỆT
Cảnh báo!
Các pilotis của “New Maison Tropicale” phải 
được thiết lập theo tiêu chuẩn địa phương xây 
dựng. Một cuộc khảo sát đất phải được thực 
hiện bởi một kỹ sư kết cấu được cấp phép 
trước khi cài đặt. Đối với một danh sách các 
kỹ sư xác nhận, xin vui lòng liên hệ với chúng 
tôi trên trang web của chúng tôi.
Quan trọng!
Không sử dụng các phần cứng khác hơn 
những gì được cung cấp theo bộ của bạn. 
Liên hệ với chúng tôi để equivalencies. Không 
bao giờ làm việc một mình để tránh thương 
tích. Không cố gắng để nâng phần lớn của 
chính mình.
العربية
 !تحذير
يجب تعيين pilotis من الإستوائية ميزون جديد وفقا للمعايير 
المحلية للبناء. يجب إجراء مسح التربة بواسطة مهندس 
إنشائي مرخص قبل التثبيت. للحصول على قائمة معتمدة من 
المهندسين، يرجى الاتصال بنا على موقعنا.
!المهم
لا تستخدم الأجهزة الأخرى من ما هو منصوص في عدة الخاص. 
اتصل بنا للمعادلات. أبدا العمل وحدها لتجنب وقوع 
اصابات. لا محاولة لرفع القطع الكبيرة من قبل نفسك.
SWAHILI
Onyo!
Pilotis wa The New Maison Tropicale ya lazi-
ma kuweka kulingana na viwango vya ndani 
ya ujenzi. Uchunguzi wa udongo lazima ulio-
fanywa na mhandisi wa miundo leseni kabla 
ya ufungaji. Kwa orodha ya wahandisi kut-
hibitishwa, tafadhali wasiliana nasi kwenye 
tovuti yetu.
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